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Re: 301 North Fairfax 

Brian Branton, 307 N. Washington St, representing the Historic Alexandria Foundation 

My name is Brian Branton, and I am representing the Historic Alexandria Foundation . 

Today, I stand before you to express our opposition to this proposed development as it 
threatens to disrupt what makes our community so special. 

First and foremost, the project does not meet the applicable standards for approval. It ignores 
the current zoning ordinance restricting new residentia l development to a 1.25 FAR by asking it 
be doubled to 2.5 so they can build to the edge of the site. Hoffman wants you to re-zone the 
site to high density within a medium-density area. 

The resulting 4-story structure would simply overwhelm the average 2.5 stories of the 
surrounding homes and businesses in the Old and Historic Alexandria District. 

Second, it violates Section 4-206 (A)(2)(a) of Article IV of the Alexandria Zoning Ordinance by 
asking for a 5 ft . setback, instead of the required 16-foot setback for new multi-family dwellings, 
which would slash its ground cover requirement by 33%. 

And most importantly, it ignores the architecture of the community with a building design that 's 
devoid of any respectful reference to our colonial and 191h century architectural history. It also 
doesn't accommodate the alley required by the Waterfront Small Area Plan , and it violates 
Design Guidelines in the Old & Historic District and the Waterfront Small Area Plan - both of 
which , need I remind you , this site is subject to. 

Our city deserves respect for its heritage, and a development of this magnitude would 
overshadow the very essence that makes Old Town so distinct. Historic Preservation is not just 
about maintaining the physical structures; it is about preserving the soul of our community . Each 
building , each cobblestone, each gas lantern contributes to the narrative that has shaped our 
town. Introducing a development that blatantly contradicts this established architectural 
aesthetic risks diluting the authenticity that makes our city and this neighborhood such a great 
place to live and visit. 

The Historic Alexandria Foundation is not against development. We can still achieve our density 
and affordable housing goals with a re-designed 301 N. Fairfax. All of us in opposition would 
welcome an appropriately designed building with an additional 3rd floor setback, required tree 
coverage, and a restored alleyway. 

Our historic preservation district isn't just a collection of buildings; it's a commitment to 
safeguarding a cultural heritage. Once lost, this distinctive character cannot be reclaimed. We 
stand at a crossroads where the decision being made today will echo through the generations. 
Let us not sacrifice our town 's soul for short-term gains. 

Again , on behalf of the Historic Alexandria Foundation , I urge you to deny the SUP that so 
dramatically expands the FAR until the plan accommodates the features I've described and 
becomes architecturally respectful to our Old & Historic neighborhood. Let us decide wisely 
today, for once lost, the charm of our town is lost forever. 
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My name is Christopher Brown and I have lived at 226 North Fairfax Street for over thirty tears. I want to 
express my strong objection to the request for a rezoning and various special exceptions for the property 
located at 301 North Fairfax Street. My 1894 home lies just over 100 feet from the proposed development 
at 301 N Fairfax Street. 

Having lived in Old Town for such a long period of time I have seen many changes in our community. 
Most of them positive. I am not opposed to change. 

Having been a neighbor of the existing office building for over 30 years I have grown accustomed to it and 
have developed a certain fondness for the benign building and use. However, I am not opposed to the 
change of use from commercial to residential. 

Having been associated with the development industry for over 40 years I am not opposed to 
development. 

But I am STRONGLY OPPOSED to the density of this project and specifically to the request for an FAR of 
2.5 for a residential building. That density forces a massing on this one lot that completely covers the lot 
and is out of scale with the surrounding dwellings, including my own. That density is inappropriate in the 
Old and Historic District. 

I would urge you do deny the request allowing for an increase in the FAR to 2.5 regardless of your actions 
on the balance of the application. I think you will find that the root cause of many of the issues and 
objections of the community are based upon this unreasonable request and will fade away with the more 
reasonable by right FAR of 1.25 

Thank you, 

ChristopherW. Brown 

226 North Fairfax Street 

Alexandria, VA 22314 
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I am writing in support of efforts to rezone 301 N. Fairfax Street in Old Town. I am baffled by arguments that an 
obsolete, unused building is more beneficial for Alexandria than expanding the supply of available housing. This indirect 
effort to keep people out of Alexandria will hurt us in the future. 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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Statement for the Public Record- Waterfront Small Area Plan Restrictions on 301 N. Fairfax Street Proposal 

The developer of 301 N. Fairfax cannot escape the clear goals and 
requirements for new development for sites in the Waterfront Small Area Plan 

("Plan"). The City Council must enforce these requirements by denying the 

Special Use Permit that would permit a scale and density incompatible with the 

Plan. 

As the map (page 4, Figure 2 of the Plan) shows on the right, the 301 N. Fairfax 

property clearly lies within the Waterfront Plan's boundary. 

The Plan must be followed, regardless of whether it is an "overlay" plan or not, 
as the Planning Commission staff continues to irrelevantly assert, because the 

Waterfront Plan formally amends the Master Plan: 

" ... through this Plan, the City is amending portions of the Old Town Small 

Area Plan .... and, therefore, amending the City's Comprehensive Master 

Plan." Page 10. 

One page 24, the Plan " ... recommends that any private development in the 

planning area be subject to design standards and guidelines approved for the 

waterfront ... Any new development mush be compatible with the goals of this 

Plan." This clearly subjects the Hoffman proposal to the requirements and 

principles of the Waterfront Plan. 

In case it is still unclear, the City of Alexandria Virginia Master Plan dated 

March 2022 displays a map of all small area plans and all overlay plans which 

(a) shows that 301 N. Fairfax lies within both the Old Town Plan and the 
Waterfront Small Area Plan, and (b) that documents for overlay plans that 

"Overlay plans are supplemental plans and amendments to existing Small Area 

Plans. Properties located within the boundaries are subject to the requirements 

and regulations per the overlay plan. 11 (See Appendix A.) 

The Waterfront Plan uniquely encourages input from citizens for new 

development there, as captured on page 10, which provides that "With the 

Plan ... the citizenry is given the opportunity to help guide that redevelopment..." 

This position statement is part of that citizen guidance. 

The Plan lays out why new development in the Waterfront District must 
restore historical elements that were once there- "The Waterfront Small Area 

Plan is an opportunity to add back history that's been missing from the 

waterfront for too long. II Page vii. 

On page 15 the Plan identifies historic alleys as one example of those historic features targeted for restoration, 

where it " ... also adopts the recommendations for historic interpretation in nearly every location along the 

waterfront through such actions as .... recreating historic alleyways ... 11 

"The Plan's principles for the public realm are as follows: ... View corridors, when possible, will be strengthened. 

Alleys should be retained or reopened where feasible ... 11 Page 18. 



Alexandria Waterfront Plan Goal Statements include "Goal 9", which addresses the critical notion of 
permeability by requiring developers to "Enhance vistas of the water from surrounding areas and of the 

Waterfront from the river" by preserving and enhancing "view corridors to the water, including historic streets 

and allevs." Page 20. See Appendix A and note the requirement for properties to adhere to the overlay plan, 

and Appendix 8 that shows all historic and current pedestrian alleyways for enhanced river access. 

The historic map on the right indicates that a view corridor still 
exists on the block bounded by Fairfax, Queen, Lee, and Princess 

streets. It overlays Alexandria's 1749 survey map onto the current 

Alexandria Master Plan, showing the view corridor from N. Fairfax 

through the block, and all the way through Quay Street to the 

Potomac. This required view corridor cannot be retained with an 

SUP that permits the Hoffman organization to build to a 2.5 FAR 

with a footprint that extends to the very northernmost perimeter of 
the property. The last minute "hail Mary" offer by Hoffman to trim 5 

feet off the building is a cynical manipulation for Council votes. It 
does not meet the 16-foot setback requirement or accommodate 

the required 18-20-foot alley that could accommodate the missing 

service entrance. The SUP must thus be denied. (See Appendix D.) 

The second map, shown below, drawn by Alexandria native son and Union Army Brigadier General, Montgomery 

Meigs, shows that in 1865 an alleyway (clearly marked "Alley") bifurcated what is now 301 N. Fairfax and the 
entire block, extending to also bifurcate the block between what today is N. Lee Street and Union Street. The 
Waterfront Small Area Plan thus requires the developer of 301 N. Fairfax to reinstall this pedestrian alleyway to 

provide the Potomac access that is one of the Plan's essential principles. This cannot be done unless the building 

footprint and FAR are reduced in size, requiring denial ofthe developer's application for an SUP: 

National Archives- https://catalog.archives.gov/id/109182974 



A leading reason that alleys were an original feature of Old Town blocks, was not only for pedestrian access to 

the Potomac, but also to conceal unsightly garbage storage and collection. Without moving that activity to the 

rear of 301 N. Fairfax Street with the reintroduction of the historic alleyway, residents of the neighborhood will 
be subjected to garbage sights like these- shown below in two of our historic alleyways- right on the Queen 
Street curbside near Fairfax: 

These two garbage sites in our alleyways demonstrate trash volume produced from only a single-family 
residence (left) and two retailers (right). Consider that Old Town resident neighbors will be subjected to the 
garbage from a total of 48 residential units proposed by Hoffman being collected weekly on Queen Street 
because there is no service entrance in his plan. The only way to eliminate this unacceptable scene is to add the 
alleyway and move this unsightly activity to the rear of the proposed building where it belongs. 

To put this issue into tangible perspective, the photo below shows the two large dumpsters currently in use 
behind the office building 
occupying 301 N. Fairfax. If an 
underutilized office building 
produces a volume of garbage that 
requires two dumpsters behind 
the current building, we area 
residents anticipate a volume of 
trash and garbage from Hoffman's 
48 residential units that will turn 
our streetscape into an ugly 
collection site, right in front 
of two popular restaurants across 
the street. This should not be 
acceptable by the Council- merely 
one block from City Hall. 

The underutilized office at 301 N. Fairfax produces garbage that necessitates two large dumpsters. 



The Waterfront Plan imposes on the City Council other reasons to deny the inappropriate density being sought 
by the Hoffman organization. The Plan provides on page 86 that "Thus, increases in density are permitted but 
only with SUP approval, and only if the proposed development is found to comply with the specific Development 
Goals and Guidelines outlined below ... " and on page 87 that those "located within the Old And Historic 
Alexandria District'' make them "already subject to design guidelines and standards in existing zoning regulations 
that will not change at sections 6-404 and 10-105(A)(4)." 

Examining Section 6-404, we see that it requires the Council, relative to granting Hoffman an SUP, to consider 

that new "Buildings should be in harmony with existing buildings of genuine architectural merit, to be found in 

the historic district." The Hoffman plan lacks that merit. The Council must consider 'The degree to which the 

height, mass and bulk of the proposed construction are compatible with and reflect the traditional height, mass, 

and bulk of buildings and structures displayed within the streetscapes of the historic district." The photos below 

show poor architectural compatibility and why the 301 N. Fairfax plan fails threshold tests of appropriateness: 

Developer's Plan 

The height, mass, and scale of the Hoffman proposal overwhelms the surrounding neighborhood. By these 

threshold standards, as well, the SUP must be denied: 

~------------------· 

Developer's Plan 

Section 10-105(A)(2) further provides that "the city council on appeal shall consider the following features and 

factors in passing upon the appropriateness of the proposed construction": 



• "Overall architectural design, form, style and structure, including, but not limited to, the height, mass 

and scale of buildings or structures .... 
• Design and arrangement of buildings and structures on the site; and the impact upon the historic setting, 

streetscape or environs .... 
• Texture, material and color, and the extent to which any new architectural features are historically 

appropriate to the existing structure and adjacent existing structures ... " 

The photos on the preceding page demonstrate how the Hoffman proposal fails these tests laid out in the 

Waterfront Small Area Plan. See Appendix C that details 13 Waterfront Plan tests that the Hoffman plan fails. 

The Google Earth aerial view below shows how badly the monolithic buildings on this block- that will be 
demolished and re-developed by Hoffman and other developers- clash with the scale of the town homes that 

surround them if Hoffman is granted the SUP for the inappropriate scale he proposes: 

Finally, the Waterfront Plan, on page 127 provides that "Analysis of the value of the additional density provided 
in this Plan strongly suggests that, at a minimum, a per-square-foot developer contribution to off-site amenities 
of $9.00 in 2012 dollars is financially feasible ... The per-square-foot contribution should be calculated based on all 
new square-footage ... ". At a proposed size of 93,336 square feet, the Waterfront Small Area Plan thus obligates 

Hoffman to pay the City of Alexandria $12.06 per sq foot ($9.00 in 2012 dollars expressed in 2023 dollars)- a 

contribution of $1,125,632. However, in the Planning Commission Staff Report, we see only nominal pledges to 

compensate Old Town for the excessive density and special treatment being demanded by the developer: 

• $4,194 pledged for urban forestry, 

• $10,000 pledged for bikeshare, 

• $29,267 pledged for public art, and 

• $105,948 pledged to the housing trust fund. 

These token pledges total a mere $149,409, which meets only 13% of Hoffman's obligation to Alexandria in 

return for the preferential treatment being demanded by the re-zoning and SUP applications. 

For all these reasons I urge the City Council to deny the developer's application. 

Anna Bergman 



Appendix A- https://www.alexandriava.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/Citv-Master-Pian-Map.pdf 

0 City of Alexandria, Virginia Master Plan 

The Planning Commission staff continues to imply that, as an overlay plan, the Waterfront 

Small Area Plan has no effect on the 301 N. Fairfax property. This is completely refuted in 

the phrase highlighted above. The Commission also describes the 301 N. Fairfax site as a 

"transitional" area, when the map clearly shows that it lies squarely in the Old & Historic 

District. New development there must conform to design guidelines of both the Old and 

Historic District and the Waterfront Small Area Plan, which it currently does not. 

March lOU 



Appendix B- Alley Sites Overlaid on Google Earth Photo 

From top to bottom, above, we see that preserved historic pedestrian alleyways dominate the Old and Historic 

District. The Waterfront Small Area Plan requires that the 1865 alley and the current view corridor be retained 

when 301 N. Fairfax is developed. It cannot be done if an SUP is granted for a 2.5 FAR on the site: 

• Current view corridor between N. Fairfax and N. Lee streets, that connects to Quay Street. 

• Location of the alley that split the block and the 301 N. Fairfax property in 1865. 

• Thompsons Alley, bifurcating the 200 blocks between N. Fairfax, N. Lee, and Union streets. 

• Fayette Alley, bifurcating the 100 block of N. Fairfax and N. Lee streets, connecting to Ramsey Alley, 

which bifurcates the block between Union and Strand Street. 

• Swifts Alley, bifurcating the 100 block of S. Fairfax and S. Lee streets, and the block through to Strand 

Street. 

• Wales Alley, bifurcating the 100 block of S. Fairfax and S. Lee streets, and the block through to Strand 
Street. 



Appendix C- Table of Tests Failed by the Hoffman Plan 

The Hoffman Proposal Fails 13 Tests that Apply to New Development in the 
Waterfront Small Area Plan 

Waterfront Plan Test How Hoffman Fails 
Celebrate and honor the broad history 
and culture of the waterfront.from pr.e-

, )' >' ,c<io 

history to now. 
Respect the scale and character of Old 
Town. 
Enhance cues and sight lines for 
pedestrians, bicycles, and "'ehicles on an·· 
grid streets and alleys and increase 
accessibility for all; 
Link the waterfront to Alexandria 
neighborhoods. 
Minimize pedestrian and vehicle 
conflicts. 

Maximize underutilized parking 
opportunities elsewhere in Old Town. 

Create revenue, initiat.~ l'l~w partners, 
and leverage other resources to enh~n1C"e< 
and maintain public open spac;:e and 
infrastructure 
Protect the existing amount of open 
space and expand it, if possible. 

Allow the historic character and scale to 
influence new development 
opportunities. 

Protect existing residential 
neighborhoods from excessive noise and 
traffic. 

·-----------------------·---------------------

'' l~tkS r~speqt for ~n~ re~ereote'to the:arellite!~i!J.l:a'f~~2abufary 
. of surroun,~Jn~,~J~.!~~r and does .~~t. r~:-in~tal'(f~~,ijistoric.'. 
a.lley. · ,,'. .... iii•·<··· ·· • . .... · · i'>l'i•·. 

Overwhelms the townhomes that surround it on three sides 
which average 2.5 floors. 

f\Qds n() features or amenitieS.tba~ ':on nect the, prop:rtyand 
biockto streets andi~Jieys~E~it.ingtrafficfrom tb~~a@gecurb 
C\JtaddS.mUcb rflore1ffalficVolume onto Que~n)'actually 

~ .···~ ~,-~ ,',;_;/:<::t:./;-.3 ,:1,Y'(···: :'/:C:~.;;(,~rf:~~0!'8:·· .. ,'\ ' ·. ·,:; . ~-, " 6.: "~~ .. ' 
I decreasing/';iq~~~slbill~Y\fQr;all;~~.·.. .·,·\+. 

Provides no features that link the property and block to the 
waterfront. 

·Locath1~ (~) .all1:!~~~.fijS/~,~}()adin& d~liv~ries a,~~.sePiiceworker 
activity,· (D}~~r;~~g~foflectlon; {c) resident entr~~ce/exit, and (d) 

I gara~ee.n.tran~~uan'd e~it for G8 carspp.t~~we~tern~,pd,ofthe 
~.oo ·blqc~ of Que:n"~ftf~irfa~ add~ an unsaf~a·nd e~~raordioary 
:,in.cr~~~e:in:~r~w~~~ip, cl;treetth~t win b~ n~r(9Vied by 8 feet'.·' 

I· py, ~:.oe~:~.u~ b~lg a~cf tflat currently accomm~~a~~s ~ars tl"uit 
doubl~~parKf,~~.~~k;;q,u{fr()m ~opular Momo B~#i~~rant; . .Jt .wilt. 
be unmanag~a~J!~; .. · ··· ···• 
Service workers, delivery vehicles for 48 units will double park 
on Queen and Fairfax and will take up the limited parking spaces 
that resident depend on. 

Open ~pace is only ~~hieved .with ~ri\iate rooft(?~.9~<:1<s and a 
srriaitspac~ g~h.i!'ld:the .6uildingthat.is not .. o~~hto. thE! public ... 
Ifle g1Jil~ing rriass r~rooves half 9f the open corridor cur~entty ·· .. 

existjpg b~tween.~Qb N.. fairfax,<md300 N~ lefL., ···~· 
Open space is only achieved with private rooftop decks and a 
small space behind the building that is not open to the public. 
The building mass removes half of the open corridor currently 
existing between 301 N. Fairfax and 300 N. Lee. 
The mass, scale and footprint overwhe!mthe,surrQunding 

.· neighborhood.•Tlje . .architectural cho.icesll)ake. the bare ; " 
minimum reference to Old Town 'character~ building, window· 
and.rooflin~featl)res.:.·.;'· "··•·,. .!<.·. '" ·i··:i,:>·' 
This building will add 68 new cars to the traffic pattern. Visitors, 
service workers, garbage collectors, and delivery vehicles for 48 
residential units will either double park at the Queen/Fairfax 
intersection or take up the few street parking spaces available to 
nearby residents. On streets that currently accommodate non
stop Dash bus traffic and a phalanx of large tour buses heading 
to Old Town with tourists, this extra traffic will reduce safety, 
exacerbate noise, and make parking a blood sport. 
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I You don't often get email from ~m.smithlr@gmail.com. Learn why this js important 

Good evening, 

I am a citizen of Alexandria writing in support of the proposed condos at 301 N Fairfax St. 

Alexandria has been moving in the right direction recently with housing, especially with the recent passing of Zoning For 
Housing. These condos directly support Alexandria's housing goals and should be supported as a means of expanding 
housing opportunities in this city. The city should put its money money where its mouth is and stay committed to to 
providing housing for residents. 

The current space is a decaying dump and is a complete waste of space in one of Alexandria's most important areas. 
New housing in its place will help to revitalize the space, provide additional tax revenue for the city, and provide a home 
for dozens of people who may otherwise need to move further away from the city or displace other residents. 

Additionally, this location is more than adequate to handle the additional residents, with plenty of nearby transit and 
pedestrian access that can allow the potential residents to get around without a car. 

I also support the fact that the condos would have committed affordable units, which will be life changing for families 
who may otherwise be priced out of the area. 

Thank you 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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Gloria Sitton 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Joel Newman <jgnewman45@gmail.com> 
Friday, January 12, 2024 11:24 AM 
Justin Wilson; Amy Jackson; Kirk McPike; Alyia Gaskins; John Chapman; Sarah Bagley; 
Canek Aguirre 
City Clerk Staff 

Subject: [EXTERNAL]301 N. Fairfax Street Proposal 

I Some people "who receiveq ~is message Qon't often get email fromjgnewman45@gmail.com. Learn why this js important 

Mayor Justin Wilson 
Members of the City Council 
Alexandria City Hall 
301 King Street 
Alexandria, VA 

You have a very important decision to make regarding the proposed 301 N. Fairfax Street condominium project at your January 
20 meeting. 

Like many of our neighbors, one of the reasons we moved to Alexandria was because it is a city with rich and unique history, 
culture and charm. As you plan for the future of Alexandria, we urge you to preserve this, particularly in the Old Town portion 
of the city, for current and future generations. 

We are pro development and support the affordable housing initiative. We do support a new housing development for 301 N. 
Fairfax Street, however the current proposal for this site is not right for the City nor the residents who reside in this area. It is 
the wrong way to meet Alexandria's development and housing objectives. 

• The proposed footprint and size (98,465 sq. ft.) of the 48-unit condominium building is overwhelming for the 
surrounding residential homes and is not acceptable for the Old & Historic District (OAHD). 

• While it is proposed as a 4-story building, the sth floor roof-top terraces and contemporary design do not represent 
the Old & Historic District's distinctive architecture, as noted in the Registry of Historic Places. 

• The proposed building does not meet the open space, tree cover or architectural requirements of the OAHD, as 
defined in the Design Guidelines and Waterfront Small Area Plan. The loss of 33% of the required crown cover is 
unacceptable. As a result, the developer is requesting several variances and special permissions that are not 
appropriate for this site. 

• Re-installing a "view corridor" and alleyway for pedestrian access to the Potomac is required by law to bifurcate the 
site. 

• Using an alleyway for service vehicles, garbage collection and loading/unloading is the only way to keep that activity 
from curbside at Queen and Fairfax Streets. 

• While the proposal does include two of the 48 condominiums to be designated as affordable housing, this is only 4% 
of the units, in what will be an expensive condominium building. 

We are open to compromise. You have the opportunity to reshape this proposed project to support new development while 
also protecting the rich and unique history and charm of Old Town Alexandria. 

We urge you to preserve the OAHD unique and historical character for the future. Please disapprove this proposal this 301 N. 
Fairfax St. proposal's rezoning, special use, and modification requests until the developer redesigns it to the appropriate scale, 
compliments the architecture of the surrounding OAHD, and preserves this historic district. 

Thank you, 
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Joel & Suellen Newman 
519 Princess Street 
Alexandria, VA 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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YIMBYS OF 
NOVA 

17 February 2023 

Mayor Wilson, Vice Mayor Jackson, and Members of Council, 

As the Alexandria leadership team for YIMBYs of Northern Virginia, we are so happy to see four 
impactful housing projects for our city on the hearing docket for January 20th, and we hope you will 
vote yes on all four. Together, these four projects will add 521 desperately needed net new homes to 
Alexandria. With a diversity of price points, types of housing, and parts of the city, these four projects 
together are an exemplar of the "all of the above" approach that is needed to effectively combat our 
housing crisis. 

Docket item #5, 4898 West Braddock, will build 383 badly needed apartments in Alexandria West and 
will help the West End Transitway move forward. 

Docket item #6, 820 Gibbon St, will add 14 townhomes, including one life-changing affordable 
homeownership opportunity, and a community parklet to southern Old Town. 

Docket item #8, the Ladrey building redevelopment, will provide 100 additional affordable homes for 
seniors and people with disabilities, as well as new, safe, healthy, and still deeply affordable homes for 
the residents ofthe 170 existing apartments. 

Docket item #11, 301 N Fairfax St, will replace an aging office building in Old Town with 48 condos, 
including two life-changing affordable homeownership opportunities. 

Again, we are so excited about the "all of the above" approach these four projects represent, and we 
hope Alexandria will continue to welcome new homes of all types, all price points, and in all parts of our 
city to address our regional housing crisis and make our city better for everyone. 

Alex Goyette, Luca Gattoni-Celli, Peter Sutherland, Phoebe Coy, Stephanie Elms, and Trip Hook 
YIMBYs of Northern Virginia Alexandria leads 
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Request for Council Approval for Extra speaking Time on the 301 N. Fairfax Street Matter 

Docket Item 11, 24-1762 on January 20, 2024 

Dear Ms. Sitton: 

A provision of the Speaker's Form permits 15 additional minutes of speaking time -with the 

consent of the majority of council members present- on matters publicly before the Council. 

The cit izens groups that are united in opposition to the Hoffman application respectfully 

request permission for Gifford Hampshire, Esq . ofthe firm Blankingship & Keith, P.C., who is our 

legal counsel, to speak for an additional15 minutes. We request this extra time for three 
reasons: 

1. This will provide Gifford with t ime sufficient to fully address the significant legal 

challenges we are making to the application. 

2. Since the applicant/developer is represented by counsel with an unlimited t ime to 

speak, it would be fundamentally fair to "even the playing field" to some degree by 

giving our attorney 15 extra minutes to speak. 

3. Finally, the extra time would permit counsel to answer questions that we expect Council 

Members might have for him. 

Scott Corzine 

Old Town Neighbors 



• Section (C) requires open space and features that encourage pedestrian use. The "view corridor" and 

alley required for enhanced river access can only be reopened with a less dense building. 

• Section (D) requires that the FAR results in mass and scale that does not overwhelm and is compatible 
with the neighborhood. The total height of almost 60 feet of this modernist structure would overwhelm 
the townhomes that surround it, and that average only 2.5 floors. 

• Section 5-310 (D) requires all operations to be conducted within the building. The Planning staff report 

says all loading, unloading and garbage collection would occur outside. 

• Section 10-101 (C) requires uses that will lead to the improvement of the city's historic resources in their 

setting. The 301 proposal stands out for just the opposite reason. 

• Section (G) requires new structures to be in harmony with their historical and architectural environs. 

The proposed architecture fights such harmony. 

• Section 10-105 (A) (2) standard (a) requires the Council to consider the project's height, mass, and scale. 

BAR members repeatedly found that this proposal overwhelms the neighborhood, as opponents do. 

• Standard (b) requires that distinguishing original qualities of a site are retained. Thus, the historic 

alleyways that originally bifurcated the site and block must be restored to provide a "view corridor" and 

pedestrian access to the river. 

• Standard (c) requires you to consider the impact of the proposal on the historic setting, streetscape, or 

environs. Why turn obvious 1970's zoning mistakes on this entire block into new 2024 zoning mistakes? 

• Standard (e) requires the Council to consider the relation of the proposal to the features of structures in 

the immediate surroundings. The proposal poorly relates to the architectural features of our 

surrounding townhomes. 

The Planning Commission vote chose to ignore that the Hoffman proposal fails these tests. 

But even if these factors did not preclude the Council from granting the SUP for a 2.5 FAR, the City's 

interpretation of the Zoning Ordinance- as written and as it must be statutorily interpreted- is incorrect. We 

believe the ordinance does not permit a fully residential building being built in a CDMU (high density) zone to 

qualify in any way for a 2.5 FAR, as our September 22 letter to Director Moritz states. We also do not see how 

this matter can be considered by the Council on December 16 until the Planning Commission meets and formally 

votes to correct the language in their resolution that incorrectly rezones North Old Town Small Area Plan. 

All the citizen and organizational stakeholders that oppose the Hoffman application urge the Council to deny or 

defer the application until the developer re-starts the process with meaningful and good faith stakeholder 

inclusion. We further urge you to direct the Planning Commission, staff, and director to address the Queen, Lee, 

Princess, and Fairfax block as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to leave our successors a proud legacy that 

beautifully marries Alexandria's need for smart development and affordable housing with the historic essence 
that is Old Town. 

We will enthusiastically support a compromise new building designed for the Old & Historic District that results 

from this process and will gladly welcome the neighbors who come to live there. 

Respectfully, 

Scott Corzine 

300 Queen Street 
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The footprint of the Hoffman proposal therefore must be reduced to accommodate a 20-foot-wide west-to-east 

alleyway reinstalled between the northerly edge of the 301 N. Fairfax property and the southerly edge of the 

333 N. Fairfax property. This alley will be the only separation ofthe massive solid brick wall currently planned for 

11 War Department, Office of the Quartermaster General1842-1912, Record Group 92, The Records of the Quartermaster 
General, NAID: 109182974, LocaiiD: Map 111, Sheet 30. 
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the north wall ofthe building and the south wall of any building that will next be developed at 333 N. Fairfax. 

The alley will forever open what will otherwise become a massively dense agglomeration of residences in a 

"condo canyon" that replaces 333 N. Fairfax and 300 N. Lee Streets when they next fall to a develoJ)er's 

wrecking ball. The alley will provide a way for emergency and first responder vehicles to get into the heart of the 

property, improving public safety. It will also provide out-of-view access to service vehicles and trash collection 
vehicles servicing the 48 units ofthis large building. 

Without this alleyway- and because the proposed building is too large to even have a service entrance- all trash 

collection, all service vehicles, and all loading and unloading for 48 units are forced onto the curbside on Queen, 

just east of Fairfax, one block from City Hall, in sight of neighbors and diners at two popular restaurants. We are 

told in the Staff report that loading and unloading will occur from 7 AM to 11 PM every day. When we pointed 

out at the Planning Commission hearing that it is required that all building "operations" occur fully within the 

new building, we were told by some Commissioners, the staff, the director, and the applicant's attorney 

essentially that this is "no big deal." One Commissioner defended this by telling the public that she lives near a 

very large building and has never been bothered by trash collection- hardly relevant or dispositive. 

We were told by the developer and Commission staff that the unsightly imposition of streets ide operational 

activity on the neighborhood is no different than neighbors putting out our garbage every week and double 

parking to load and unload groceries when we often cannot find a parking space in front of our homes. But 

residents load and unload and take out our trash for one and two-person families living on a single property. The 

sixteen residences on the 300 block of Queen Street put our two trash receptacles out over the entire length of 

our block. Contrast that to 301 N. Fairfax, where trash from 48 one, two, and three-bedroom units (over 100 

residents) will be placed on a single small section of the 200-block of Queen near the intersection with Fairfax. 

Loading and unloading for 48 units- and all the service workers supporting them, such as housecleaners, 

carpenters, electricians, interior designers- will occur all day long in one spot on Queen Street. The scale, 

pervasiveness, and imposition are hardly comparableY With no service entrance planned for this building, 

service vehicles will further impair our already challenging parking options on our neighborhood streets. 

Three factors before the City Council on December 16 demonstrate that granting Hoffman the re-zoning that the 

developer demands is arbitrary and capricious, and thus impermissible. Spot zoning is inconsistent with the 

comprehensive plan, inconsistent with both small area plans to which this property is subject, and inconsistent 

with the character of the environs in which the proposed building will be erected. Amending the Old Town Small 

Area Plan and not likewise amending the Waterfront Small Area Plan, which requires re-installation of the 

alleyway, is also arbitrary and capricious. 

The Planning Commission's decision to ignore the criteria and considerations necessary to even qualify for the 

DSUP that would be necessary to elevate the FAR from 1.25 to 2.5, is likewise arbitrary and capricious. 

Hoffman's application should, therefore, be impermissible. The 301 proposal fails the intent of Section 5-301 for 

mixed uses in a single structure in a CRMU-H zone. The SUP that the developer demands to maximize density 

meets virtually none of the following criteria listed in the ordinance: 

• 5-309 (B) requires the design to promote compatibility of the project with the neighborhood. We think 

this design fails. 

12 The commercial properties on the 200 block of Queen that face the 301 N. Fairfax site all handle their garbage collection 
behind their buildings in a way that is far less visible than what Hoffman proposes curbside at Queen and Fairfax. 
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Not only does Hoffman request this 33% reduction in crown cover, but the developer also proposes a 5-foot 

setback that is 70% smaller than the 16 feet required for new construction in this zone.7 For this special 
treatment, he offers a paltry contribution of $4,194 for urban forestry for trees that he suggests the city should 
plant elsewhere. The result would be that Hoffman's interests would be met on the back ofthe very historic 
neighborhood his building will crowd out. The crown cover it would deny our neighborhood would, instead, be 

planted elsewhere for neighbors who do not live next to 301 N. Fairfax to enjoy.8 

301 N. Fairfax lies in both the Old & Historic District and the Waterfront Small Area Plan. The Planning 

Commission staff, director, and the developer's attorney continually get their argument wrong when they say 

that the Waterfront SAP is "only an overlay" plan. But when it was adopted on February 25, 2012, on page 10 it 

stated that " ... through this Plan, the City is amending portions of the Old Town Small Area Plan .... and, therefore, 

amending the City's Comprehensive Master Plan." They argue that its principles and goals apply only to the three 

originally identified development sites in the Plan. But nowhere in the Plan does it state that these principles 

apply narrowly, as they argue. Plan drafters in 2012 could not have foreseen that the entire block bounded by 

Queen, Lee, Princess, and Fairfax streets would, in the mid-2020's, become that last full block in the Old & 
Historic District likely to be demolished and re-built, so they could not have specified that the Plan's principles 

apply to this site.9 In fact on a 2022 map of overlay plans in the Master Plan it states clearly that "overlay plans 

are supplemental plans and amendments to existing Small Area Plans. Properties located within the boundaries 

are subject to the requirements and regulations per the overlay plan." 

So, the 301 N. Fairfax proposal must conform to the core principles articulated in the Waterfront Small Area 

Plan, as our group presented to the entire Waterfront Commission on November 28. One of those core 

principles is that "view corridors" and pedestrian access to the Potomac must be retained or reinstalled when 

new development is permitted, to promote "permeability" of dense blocks eastbound toward the river.10 

We can see this in the 200 block of N. Fairfax that is bifurcated by Thomason's Alley, the 100 block that is broken 

up by Ramsay's Alley, and the 100 block of S. Fairfax that is bifurcated twice, once by Swift's Alley and by a 
second unnamed alley. In the December 5th Planning Commission meeting, poorly informed Planning staff 

members stated that no alleyways ever existed on the 301 N. Fairfax site or the entire block. We show on the 

following page a 1749 map overlaid on the current plan that indicates a clear view corridor was there. The 1865 

map below it shows that an alley- clearly labeled as "Alley"- originally ran across two entire blocks, to then

active wharves. 

7 This violates Section 4-206 (A) (2) (a) of Article IV of the Alexandria Zoning Ordinance, which requires a 16-foot setback for 
multi-family dwellings. 
8 At a proposed size of 93,336 sq ft, page 127 of the Waterfront Small Area Plan "strongly suggests" that Hoffman is 
obligated to pay the City of Alexandria $12.06 per sq foot ($9.00 in 2012 dollars expressed in 2023 dollars)- a contribution 
of $1,125,632. However, in the Staff Report we see only $4,194 pledged for urban forestry, $10,000 pledged for bikeshare, 
$29,267 pledged for public art, and $105,948 pledged to the housing trust fund. These token pledges total only $149,409, 
which meets only 13% of Hoffman's obligation to Alexandria in return for the preferential treatment being demanded. 
9 If 301 N. Fairfax is granted the density being requested, the owner of both 300 N. Lee and 333 N. Fairfax will have a 
massive financial incentive to build to raze their near-empty 1970's office buildings and build new residential structures at 
an equal density. 
10 To meet its stated goals for an "area grounded in the City's history", "increased access to the waterfront", and 
"permeability" to the waterfront, one of the Plan's "principles for the public realm" calls for "View corridors, when possible, 
will be strengthened. Alleys should be retained or reopened where feasible ... " (pages 18 & 20). "Private development 
should not, in any case, be of a type or design which inhibits public access or creates an uninviting disconnect at any 
point ...... " (page 24). 
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Our position is that it should not be an appropriate or reasonable mission of Alexandria's Planning Commission, 

its staff, and its director to advocate directly for the narrow interests of developers who are perfectly capable of 

making profit and loss and project viability decisions without our public servants tipping the scales in their favor. 

When the Commission Chair concludes that "to deny this [Hoffman's 301 N. Fairfax application]S or not let it 
move forward probably kills the project as opposed to forcing the thoughtful planning we ideally want here," 
three problems are revealed. First, it should not be the Commission Chairman's job to protect the interests of a 
developer or assure the viability of its projects when its narrow interest conflict so obviously with those of the 

broader stakeholder community. Second, the balded portion of the Chair's statement seems to suggest that he 

is willing for the city not to do thoughtful planning in order to deliver Hoffman's project. If so, this would be 

unconscionable. Third, for the Planning Commission to dismiss this entire block of Old Town as a "transitional" 

area that is essentially no different than North Old Town, is to ignore Commissioner Brown's statement at 

2:59:50 in the Planning Commission hearing that this entire block may be the most important in the city, or his 

statement at 3:05:00 that Master Plan objectives will not be met with the 301 N. Fairfax project without a 

coordinated development approach. 

The root cause of our opposition to the Hoffman application is that the mass, scale, and footprint of the 

proposed 48-unit premium condominium is wholly inappropriate for this unique and valuable corner within the 

Old & Historic District and the Waterfront Small Area Plan. 6 As many members of the BAR found during 

successive summer meetings, this would result in just too large and imposing a building on too small a lot. If it 

was not, then Hoffman would not have to ask the City Council to amend the Old Town Small Area Plan Chapter 

of the Master Plan to designate 301 N. Fairfax as Residential High and change the zone for the site from 

CO/Commercial downtown zone (medium density) to CRMU-H/Commercial residential mixed use (high density)

in an area surrounded by medium density zoning. Requesting those changes demonstrates that Hoffman intends 

to build a structure out of scale with its residential surroundings. 

If the proposed development was not too large, Hoffman would not need you to grant a Development Special 

Use Permit and Site Plan to construct a dense 48-unit premium residential building, or request a Special Use 

Permit to increase the floor area ratio from the moderate and appropriate 1.25 limit he is entitled to, to a much 

denser 2.5 FAR. 

If the proposed building footprint was not too large for the lot, Hoffman would not need to demand that you 

slash his crown coverage requirement by a whopping 33%, robbing the neighborhood of the trees it deserves. 

The Planning Commission staff's own report admits that Hoffman needs this dramatic accommodation because 

the building is too large, and the large underground garage doesn't provide enough room for root growth. We 

consider this to be a self-imposed problem that can easily be resolved with a smaller building. 

5 This writer's parenthetical, not that of Chairman Macek. 
6 Chapter 6 of the Design Guidelines requires that multifamily residences ... "should not overwhelm adjacent buildings." 
"Wide buildings are not encouraged in areas of narrow rowhouses." Hoffman's 300ft. long and 57.3 ft. high building fails 
this test. Chapter 8 of the Design Guidelines provides that "new buildings should reflect traditional widths in the Waterfront 
area of 35- 100 feet." Hoffman's proposal is roughly 300ft. wide along N. Fairfax. Chapter 6 of the Design Guidelines for 
new construction states that "Boards favor contextual background building which allows historic structures to maintain the 
primary visual importance." The Hoffman proposal fails this test. "Single buildings in the latest architectural vocabulary are 
generally discouraged." The Hoffman proposal is exemplary of this discouraged architectural vocabulary. 
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Statement in Opposition to the 301 N. Fairfax Proposal for the Public Record 

A large and important coalition of Alexandria citizens opposes the application by the Hoffman organization for 
approval of an amendment to the Old Town Small Area Plan Chapter of the Master Plan through updates to the 

Land Use map to designate the property as Residential High, an amendment to the official zoning map to change 

the zone for the site from CO/Commercial downtown zone (medium density) with 1.25 FAR to CRMU

H/Commercial residential mixed use (high density), and a Development Special Use Permit and Site Plan to 

construct a 48-unit multifamily building, including a Special Use Permit to double the floor area ratio to 2.5 in 

the CRMU-H zone and a 33% reduction to the crown coverage requirement. 

We oppose the special treatment these aggressive requests would provide to a single developer to the 

demonstrable detriment of other constituents and stakeholders in Alexandria. 

Our group strongly supports development and affordable housing in our city. We are ready, willing, and eager to 

compromise with the city and the developer on a residential structure that resolves the issues we raise below. 

To date, most of our reasonable suggestions have been rebuffed. Only by denying or deferring the application 

will the city motivate the developer to reach a reasonable accommodation that works for all stakeholders. 

At three Board of Architectural Review meetings this summer and at the December 51
h hearing of the Planning 

Commission, hundreds of presenters spoke unanimously in opposition to this inappropriate development. The 
approximately 275 neighbors/members of Old Town Neighbors, Bulfinch Square Homeowners' Association, 

Princess Townhouse Homeowners' Association, and Tobacco Key Homeowners' Association, join residents of 

The Muse and 853 signatories to an opposition petition that we have provided as part ofthe public record. 

We citizens are joined by the organizational opposition of Old Town North Independent Citizens Association, Old 

Town Civic Association, Alexandria Federation of Civic Associations, Inc., and the Historic Alexandria Resources 

Commission, which share the position that this proposal is the wrong way to achieve Alexandria's development 
and affordable housing goals. 

The only proponents of the Hoffman proposal that we have heard from- besides the developer's legal counsel 

and architect- are the Planning Commission staff, some commissioners, and the Director of Planning who, in our 
view, have acted in this matter as forceful advocates for the developer's entire position, rather than as 

independent and neutral arbiters who should work for the interests of all Alexandrians. 

This development application is so controversial that the Planning Commission engaged in a vigorous and 

rancorous debate on December 51
h that led to an extremely rare 4-3 split vote that, itself, was controversial. 

Commissioner Manor has indicated to our group that- had Commissioner Brown's motion been to "defer" 
rather than "deny" the application, compelling the developer to compromise with the city and stakeholders- he 

would have voted for deferral, supporting our group's position. 1 The Master Plan Amendment Resolution that 

the Commission has sent to the City Council is null and void because it was executed incorrectly.2 

1 Commissioner Manor authorized me to disclose this in a meeting on December 13, 2023. 
2 The City Council will be relying in error on a Master Plan Amendment Resolution (RESOLUTION NO. MPA 2023-00002) 
from the Planning Commission that erroneously resolves to amend, not the Old Town Small Area Plan, but the Old Town 
North Small Area Plan chapter of the 1992 Master Plan. The resolution also rezones the property to a zone that does not 
exist, since there is no such zoning category as RH or "Residential High". This requires a Commission meeting to correct. 
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The essence of the stark divide among Planning Commissioners is well captured in his December 7 article by 

Vernon Miles of ALXnow, who wrote that "Alexandria's Planning Commission endorsed a plan to rezone 301 N. 
Fairfax Street, despite concerns from the divided Commission that rezoning without prior planning represents 

bad civic practice."3 Commissioner Brown- notably the only Commissioner who is a land use attorney- argued 

strongly that "the proposed development is the latest in a trend of buildings being rezoned and redeveloped 
without being a part of any kind of broader plan on the city's part." Commissioner Brown observed "that 
planning must precede zoning." "I've been saying that over and over again and still getting the same result. 
Zoning is allowed to precede planning." 

Commissioner Brown was referring to the odious practice of "spot zoning." Spot zoning is lot-specific rezoning 

that our broad-based coalition believes is being used by the Director of Planning and Commission staff to 

"engineer" project viability through the special treatment seemingly being afforded to the Hoffman organization 

in the case of its 301 N. Fairfax proposal. Commissioner Stephen Koenig opposed spot zoning, saying that"/ 

think this issue of targeted master plan amendments facilitating only one thing, one parcel-specific rezoning, is a 

worrisome mechanism." 

Additional Planning Commission debate on December sth addressed why a rare, once-in-a-generation full block 

in both the Old & Historic District and the Waterfront Small Area Plan that will inevitably be redeveloped, is not 

being approached in a coordinated development way with extensive and good faith outreach to affected 

stakeholders with clear interest and standing in the outcome.4 The reason suggested by the Commission Chair 

was unconvincing. He offered that, while he considers it likely that the full redevelopment of the entire bock 

bounded by Fairfax, Queen, Lee and Princess streets will occur, he agrees that it would ideally be accomplished 

through a small area plan or coordinated development district. But he said that "we don't have the staff capacity 
for that, we don't have it in the work plan, we don't have the ability to say let's fit it in within the next reasonable 
time period to do this, we don't have the luxury to do that to be able to carry this forward." 

If not now, when? This seems to be a fundamental part of the Planning Commission's job. Why have a Planning 

Commission that is so eager to expedite a 4-3 recommendation favorable to Hoffman that it supports a spot 

zoning policy that serves only that developer's narrow interests on the backs of other stakeholders, and that 

threatens the fundamental historic character of Old Town as the essential reason that Alexandria is a destination 

to so many? We can think of no more important and consequential an issue facing the Planning Commission. 

Commissioners should have made this rare block a priority larger than what's expedient for the Hoffman 

organization or a decision that is rushed to meet the developer's timetable. A coordinated development 

approach would minimize construction disruption ofthe neighborhood, result in a cohesive whole-of-block 

design, and ensure adequate open space. Separately developing the three properties that comprise the Queen

Fairfax-Princess-Lee Street block will never result in these reasonable outcomes. That is clearly not in the city's 

best interest. 

3 Italics are added by this author for emphasis. They are not ALXnow's italics. 
4 The 11-808 petition that we have provided the City Clerk from owners of over 20% of the property lying within 300 feet of 
301 N. Fairfax proposal, many nearby owners were unaware of Hoffman's proposal, despite the ongoing process. This is the 
result of developer outreach limited to only the bare minimum number of affected residents whose properties are directly 
contiguous to 301. Meaningful stakeholder outreach and collaboration should have been far broader. 
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Gloria Sitton 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Joel Newman <jgnewman45@gmail.com> 
Friday, January 12, 2024 11 :24 AM 
Justin Wilson; Amy Jackson; Kirk McPike; Alyia Gaskins; John Chapman; Sarah Bagley; 
Canek Aguirre 
City Clerk Staff 

Subject: [EXTERNAL]301 N. Fairfax Street Proposal 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Follow up 
Flagged 

I Some people who received this message don't often get email from jgnewman45@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

Mayor Justin Wilson 
Members of the City Council 
Alexandria City Hall 
301 King Street 
Alexandria, VA 

You have a very important decision to make regarding the proposed 301 N. Fairfax Street condominium project at your January 

20 meeting. 

Like many of our neighbors, one of the reasons we moved to Alexandria was because it is a city with rich and unique history, 
culture and charm. As you plan for the future of Alexandria, we urge you to preserve this, particularly in the Old Town portion 
of the city, for current and future generations. 

We are pro development and support the affordable housing initiative. We do support a new housing development for 301 N. 
Fairfax Street, however the current proposal for this site is not right for the City nor the residents who reside in this area. It is 
the wrong way to meet Alexandria's development and housing objectives. 

• The proposed footprint and size (98,465 sq. ft.) of the 48-unit condominium building is overwhelming for the 
surrounding residential homes and is not acceptable for the Old & Historic District (OAHD). 

• While it is proposed as a 4-story building, the sth floor roof-top terraces and contemporary design do not represent 
the Old & Historic District's distinctive architecture, as noted in the Registry of Historic Places. 

• The proposed building does not meet the open space, tree cover or architectural requirements of the OAHD, as 
defined in the Design Guidelines and Waterfront Small Area Plan. The loss of 33% of the required crown cover is 
unacceptable. As a result, the developer is requesting several variances and special permissions that are not 
appropriate for this site. 

• Re-installing a "view corridor" and alleyway for pedestrian access to the Potomac is required by law to bifurcate the 
site. 

• Using an alleyway for service vehicles, garbage collection and loading/unloading is the only way to keep that activity 
from curbside at Queen and Fairfax Streets. 

• While the proposal does include two of the 48 condomin iums to be designated as affordable housing, this is only 4% 
of the units, in what will be an expensive condominium building. 

We are open to compromise. You have the opportunity to reshape this proposed project to support new development while 
also protecting the rich and unique history and charm of Old Town Alexandria. 

We urge you to preserve the OAHD unique and historical character for the future. Please disapprove this proposal this 301 N. 
Fairfax St. proposal's rezoning, special use, and modification requests until the developer redesigns it to the appropriate scale, 
compl iments the architecture of the surrounding OAHD, and preserves this historic district. 
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Thank you, 

Joel & Suellen Newman 
519 Princess Street 
Alexandria, VA 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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HISTORIC CONTEXT 

Note: The period of 
significance for the 
Alexandria Historic 
District ends in 1932, 
as determined by 
National Reg ister 
staff. 
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EXISTING & PROPOSED ZONING 
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Permitted Density 

Permitted Height 

Required Open Space 
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FA<;ADE ELEVATION- QUEEN STREET ORIGINAL DESIGN (APRIL 2023) 
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FA<;ADE ELEVATION- QUEEN STREET REVISED DESIGN (JUNE 2023) 
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FA<;ADE ELEVATION- QUEEN STREET CURRENT DESIGN (DECEMBER 2023) 
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WATERFRONT PLAN- ALLEYS 

Fogure 7a Connectoons - North Sectoon 

t ~ 

. . • , _, . . .. -y 

t 

Existing 
Connection 

Planned 
Connection 

I 

Fogure 7b Connectoons - South Sectoon 

* QuEEN ST 

t 

30 1 N FAI RFAX S T 

"View corridors, when 
possible, will be 
strengthened. Alleys 
should be retained or 
reopened where 
feasible , as illustrated 
by figures 7a and 7b. " 

-Alexandria Waterfront 
Small Area Plan, pp. 18 
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EXISTING VS. PROPOSED CONDITIONS 
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EXTERIOR RENDERING- FROM QUEEN STREET LOOKING EAST 

EXISTING PROPOSED 

• 2 Curb Cuts • 1 Curb Cut 

• 4 FT Sidewalk • 6 FT Sidewalk 

• Overhead Utilities • Underground Utilities 

• Surface Parking • Underground Parking & Pedestrian-Friendly Main Entrance 

301 N FAIRFAX ST WINSTANLEY 
,r~ Ttr""r"<::: Pt .:- c:: 
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FA<;ADE ELEVATIONS- NORTH ELEVATION (DSUP & PROPOSED) 
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FA<;ADE ELEVATIONS- NORTH ELEVATION (DSUP & PROPOSED) 

CURRENT DESIGN -SKETCH (JANUARY 2024) CURRENT DESIGN (JANUARY 2024) 
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FA<;ADE ELEVATIONS- EAST COURTYARD ORIGINAL & REVISED DESIGN (JANUARY 12, 2024) 
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FA<;ADE ELEVATIONS- NORTH ELEVATION (DSUP & PROPOSED) 

CURRENT DESIGN -SKETCH (JANUARY 2024) 
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CURRENT DESIGN (JANUARY 2024) 
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EXTERIOR RENDERINGS- FROM N. FAIRFAX STREET LOOKING SOUTH (DSUP & PROPOSED) 

REVISED DESIGN (DECEMBER 2023) 
~ 

CURRENT DESIGN (JANUARY 2024) 
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COMMUNITY BENEFITS 

• Eliminates an obsolete office building . 

• Eliminates surface parking and a curb cut. 

• Undergrounds parking . 

• Undergrounds utilities . 

• Provides a new and improved pedestrian-
friendly streetscape, including a pedestrian 
bulb-out at the intersection and a bus stop. 

• Provides 40% percent open space where 
none exists today. 

• Increases crown coverage/tree canopy on 
and around the site. 

• Strengthens the Queen Street view corridor 
in conformance with the Alexandria 
Waterfront Small Area Plan. 

• Implements stormwater management 
where none exists today. 

• Provides a LEED Silver building and 
additional features in furtherance of City's 
sustainability goals. 

• Reduces vehicular trips to and from the 
site compared to existing office use. 

• Provides two affordable home-ownership 
units in furtherance of the City's affordable 
housing goals . 

• Provides 46 market-rate residential units in 
furtherance of the Washington 
Metropolitan Council of Governments' 
regional housing goals. 

301 N FAIRFAX ST ~W~,NSTANLEY 



301 North Fairfax Street 

MPA#2023-00002 
REZ#2023-00003 

DSUP#2023-10009 

Planning Commission (December 5, 2023) 
City Council (January 20, 2024) 
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Project Description 
New multifamily building: 

• 48 for-sale units (incl. 2 set-aside 
affordable) 

• One level of underground parking with 
67 spaces 

• 1 0,065 sf of private open space 

• Streetscape improvements 
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First floor illustrative site plan 
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Land Use Requests 

Rezoning 

:JNI,dlftealiell 

• Amendment to the Permitted Land Use 
map in the OTSAP to allow multifamily on the site 

• From CD to CRMU-H 

• Multifamily building in the CRMU-H zone 
• SUP for an increase in FAR to 2.5 for multifamily 

in the CRMU-H zone 
• Crown coverage modification 



Community 
DATE MEETING 

Community Meetings 

April 24, 2023 

June 24, 2023 

City Meetings 

May 17, 2023 

July 19, 2023 

September 6, 
2023 

December 5, 
2023 

January 20, 2024 

Community Meeting 

Community Meeting 

Board of Architectural Review (BAR) 

Board of Architectural Review (BAR) 

Board of Architectural Review (BAR) 

Planning Commission 

City Cou nci I 



Considerations, Benefits, & Recommendation 
Considerations 

• Stormwater Management: Significantly improves water quality treatment by over 20°/o 

• Transportation: streetscape improvements, relocated bus stop w/ ADA curb ramps 

• Schools: net new students ( 4) 

Benefits 
• 2 set-aside for-sale affordable units 

• Replacement of obsolete office building and surface parking lot with multifamily 

• Enhanced streetscape 

• Historic interpretation and enhanced connectivity to Waterfront 

• High quality architecture 

• Contributions to Urban Forestry, Bikeshare, Affordable Housing, and Public Art 

Recommendation 

Staff recommends a roval of the request subject to the conditions in the report. 
Plannin Commission recommended aooroval. 
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Exhibit A: Original building footprint 
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Exhibit A: Revised building footprint 
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Exhibit A: Revised courtyard (east) elevation 
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December 14, 2023 - Alexandria, VA 

Petition to Disapprove Proposed Development at 301 N. Fairfax 

To: Mayor Justin Wilson 
Alexandria City Council 
Alexandria Planning Commission 
Alexandria Board of Architectural Review 

We, the undersigned concerned citizens of Alexandria, VA and concerned 
Americans living outside of Alexandria are petitioning you to disapprove the new 
construction proposal for 301 N. Fairfax as it is currently presented. This proposed 
98,465 (gross) square-foot, 4-story, 48-unit condo building, with a fifth floor of 
roof-top terraces, is contemporary in design and void of architectural elements that 
define the Old & Historic District's (OAHD) historic architectural distinction 
noted in the Registry of Historic Places. The building would take up half a city 
block and overwhelm the OAHD's 18th and 19th-century townhomes buildings 
with its stark, commercial design. 

The developer is resorting to numerous variances and special permissions because 
the proposed development is too large and does not meet the open space, tree cover 
or architectural requirements of the OAHD, as defined in the Design Guidelines 
and Waterfront Small Area Plan. Its mass and style degrade the architectural 
essence of the OAHD, the home to some of America's most historic buildings that 
are connected to our Nation's founding. They should not be overshadowed by a 
conspicuous example of getting growth and density wrong in a priceless area that 
has endured since our founders lived, fought, worked, and worshipped here. 

The OAHD's rich history and architectural heritage hold national significance. We 
believe it is a collective responsibility to safeguard it for current and future 
generations. We ask you to prioritize OAHD's unique historic and architectural 
fabric and preserve Alexandria OAHD by disapproving the 301 N. Fairfax 
proposal's rezoning, special use, and modification requests until it is designed to 
be appropriately scaled and architecturally sympathetic to the architectural fabric 
of the Alexandria OAHD- our Nation's historic district. 



# Name City Email address 

1 
Delaney 

l!lll!llE Tallahassee delaney1146@gmail.com 
Brannan® 

2 Enid Borden ® lll!!ll'iil Alexandria enid@nfesh.org 

Thomas 
3 

Lubnow ® 
lll!!ll'iil Alexandria tomlubnow@gmail.com 

4 Lor-i Sobel® E Alexandria lasobel@ hotmai I. com 

5 Heidi Sarna tiD ~Alexandria heidi@heidisarna.com 

6 Katie King® ~Alexandria ktking@gmail.com 

~ 

7 Leigh Talbot® 
:=.:= 

leightalbot@yahoo.com 
.8..LEXANDRIA 

Marianne 
l!lll!llE Alexandria mtcaulfield@comcast.net 8 

Caulfield® 

Shaune Ramirez 
9 

® 
~Ventura gregshaune@gmail.com 

Alexandra Davis 
~ Alexandria swdavis21 @mac.com 10 

® 

Michael !!!!!!bWeeki 
11 

Brannan® Wachee 
accessmobilevet@tampabay.JT.corr 

Keelan Brannan \!!lG Weeki 
12 

® Wachee 
keelanbrannan@gmail.com 

13 
Nanci Petit t1iJ 

~Alexandria nancipetit@outlook.com 
(£r 

14 Tom Foley t1iJ ~Alexandria tomfoleymn@gmail.com 

15 Alice Manor ® lll!!ll'iil Alexandria ammanor@aol.com 

16 Halle Koepp tllJ ~Covington koepphalle@gmail.com 

17 
a Elizabeth 

!!JI!!b Phoenix fortheloveoffanfics@gmail.com 
Lewis tllJ 

Lilly Vita tiD 
!!JI!!b h!!S!ndeville, 

18 
1..8 

lillyannabeth11 @gmail.com 

19 
Sunny Bergeron 

~ Mandeville stephanybergeron307@gmail.com 
tlli 

Cornelia Smith 
~ New Orleans magnoliamay06@gmail.com 20 

tiD 2 



# Name City Email address 

21 Bella Daigle® ~Ruston belladaigle@hotrnail.com 

22 Briana York lliJ ~Covington tenshiwolf28@grnail.com 

Kristina ~~!!!!!,;;;Pleasant 
kmkerkma n26@ g rnail.corn 23 

Kerkman® Prairie 

24 liv fried lliJ ~ coving.!;:Qn liv.fried6@grnail.corn 

Aida Krinsrnan 
!!l!!g; Alexandria krinsman57@gmail.com 25 

® 

26 John Owens® !!l!!g; COVINGTON dowens@owensolutions.com 

27 Zac Weiss® ~ New Orleans zac271 scout@grnail.com 

28 Susan Flohr® ~Washington susanflohr@gmail.corn 

Kenneth Lowrie 
29 

® 
~Alexandria jklowrie8@ver-izon.net 

Anna Grace 
30 

Koepp® 
~Covington annagracek9@grnail.com 

31 
Krista 

Oberlander ® 
I!!JIIIE'4 Alexandria littleko@aol.com 

32 
Alexandra 

Kendr·ick ® 
~Alexandria alexandrahkendrick@gmail.com 

33 Lisa Martin ® !!l!:'i:l Alexandria lisamar·tinpersonal@gmail.com 

34 
Nancy 

~ Alexandria nancyewei ssrna n@g mail.com 
Weissman® 

Maribeth 
35 

Bersani ® 
~Alexandria mbbersani@outlook.com 

Bob Randolph ~ Alexandria,. 
36 tTa ndol ph@csrad r .com 

® ':LA 

Lauren Kramer 
37 

® 
!l!!.!ii'# Alexandria lauren@rneetingpriorities.com 

Andrew Barnes 
apb_29@yahoo.com 38 

® 
~New York 

39 dom Martin lliJ ~New York dom.rnartin321 @gmail.com 

40 
Pawnee Maiden II!IIIJf±i 

® ALEXANDRIA 
rnaidenpc3@gmail.com 

3 



EJ Name City Email address 

Pamela ~ Alexandria 
41 

Callahan lliJ 
pamela.callahan796@gmail.com 

CitY-

42 
Margaret 

~Alexandria peggy@nfesh.org 
Ingraham tllJ 

43 Ann Shack® !!~!!)!;":;:Alexandria annshack@earthlink.net 

44 Sydney Smith lliJ ~Alexandria smsmith0101 @gmail.com 

45 Janie Smith ® IIII!El Alexandria jsmith4418@aol.com 

Linda Jo Parrish 
~Alexandria joiep7081131@gmail.com 46 

Plaskow till 

Jean-Paul 
~Oakton gogitoergo@gmail.com 47 

Martin till 

48 nancy kincaid lliJ ~ alexandria nancyk764@verizon.net 

49 
a Jason Stine !ll!llt" 

jstine.troy@gmail.com 
lliJ Fredericksburg 

50 
Emily lubnow 

~ Alexandria lubnowe21 @gmail.com 
liD 

51 
christopher 

~Alexandria chris@ytcadvisors.com 
brown till 

52 Scott Corzine till ~Alexandria scorzine54@gmail.com 

53 
Becky Squires 

~Washington becky.squires@gmail.com 
lliJ 

54 Richard Platt lliJ ~Alexandria rplatt26@comcast.net 

55 brian morris ® .-:;:; alexandria brian.morris93@gmail.com 

56 Susan Taylor lliJ -=; Alexandria susan@callsusantaylor.com 

57 
Calleigh Hilpe1i: 

~ Jacksonville calleighb!·annan@gmail.com 
Illi 

Barbara Beach 
~ Alexandria bpbeach@aol.com 58 

till 

Sharon Fabian 
~__E_hoenix sharonfabian@cox.net 59 

lliJ 

Chris Brannan ~ EBQ~T 
cbhikes4fun@gmail.com 60 

till .B.OYAL 
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# 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

Name 

Vineeta Anand 

liD 

Bonnie Cohen 

liD 

Ann Goedde liD 

Barbr·a Byington 

liD 

Terri Gedek ® 

Cathleen M 

Kiscaden ® 

Robin Reck liD 

Rebecca 

McCracken liD 

Megan 

Water-house liD 

Andrew Terrell 

liD 

James 

Hardaway liD 

RANDALL m 

MCDONALD lllJ 

Art Bondshu @ 

Carissa Wynne 

@ 

Andrew Wynne 

liD 

Rod Kuckro liD 

Jane Cohen® 

Kathryn Kellam 
@ 

Sarah Zapolsky 

Jill 

Kathleen Jones 

® 

I City 

~ Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

-=;: Michigan 

Center 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~ Alexandriq 

~ 

Wi II iarns!:::nng 

~ Alexandriq 

~Alexandria 

Ill!-;: Woodbridg_g 

~ Woodbridg_g 

~Alexandria 

111!::: Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

111!::: Alexam-jq 

Email address 

vinty@mathrani.net 

violabc@msn.corn 

anngoedde@proton.me 

babyington@gmail.com 

tgedek29@gmail.com 

cath leen kiscaden @g mail.com 

rr _shop@me.com 

maildrop3@comcast.net 

waterhouse.megan22@grnail.com 

a.terell @gmail.corn 

jarneshhardaway@gmail.com 

randall2v@gmail.com 

abondshu @comcast.net 

njwynnes@gmail.com 

andrew.gabr-iele@gmail.com 

r-odkuckr-o@att.net 

tmscwebn@yahoo.com 

kathryn I kellam @g rnai I. com 

szapolsky@gmail.corn 

kathleen@natrnedia.corn 

5 



# 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

Name 

Kathleen Jones 

liD 

Daniel Brovvn illJ 

Stephanie 

Cabell lliJ 

Rita Griffith liD 

Russell Rhodes 

liD 

Janet Cashion 

liD 

Michele L ® 

a Michael 

Maibach liD 

Amelia P® 

a Heather 

Arthur® 

MICHAEL 

MAIBACH@ 

Nash Corzine ® 

Linda Lovvrie ® 

Xiaobin Zhou ® 

Nancy Casebere 

® 

James 

Schonberger ® 

Joanie Stewart 

® 

Carroll 

Robertson® 

a Leslie Hagan 

® 

Kathryn Salerno 

1ill 

Laila Salguero 

liD 

I City 

!!!!!!!!@' A!exanria 

""'"""Alexandria 

l!!!!!!!#ii Alexandria 

_.,. Bluffton 

~Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

I!IIP Alexandria 

VA 

I!IIP Alexandria 

~ Charleston 

ll!ll!ft: Alexandria 

VA 

I!IIP Raleigh 

lllll!t$ Alexandria 

I!IIP Alexandria 

11!1ii!i Beavercreek 

!!!!!J!i3 Alexandr-ia 

!!!!l!fi!!"i Alexandria 

-Alexandria 

!l!!!E! Alexandria 

!!!!l!fi!!"i Alexandria 

!!1111"' Alexandria 

Email address 

kathleen@natmedia.com 

brovvndan703@yahoo.corn 

cabell09@comcast.net 

d tag riffith@ ha rgr·ay.com 

rrhodes@ ieee.org 

j mpcash 1 on@comcast.net 

michelelefrancois@hotmail.com 

m@maibach.us 

ameliasinclair95@gmail.com 

harthur@gmail.com 

mcm@maibach.us 

nashcorzi ne@grnail.com 

lindalovvde1 @verizon.net 

xiaobin@gmail.com 

nancy.casebere@gmail.com 

onetireddaddy@g mai !.com 

joaniest@cox.net 

carrollxobertson@gmail.com 

leslie.hagan.lh@gmail.com 

kathryn.salerno@gmail.com 

lailasalguero@gmail.com 
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# Name City Email address 

101 Shawn Obrien ® ~ Alexandria shawnrobrien@comcast.net 

102 Stewart Bond ® ~ Fort My:ers bvbond256@gmail.com 

103 Olena Harvey ® ~ Alexandria forolenah@gmail.com 

104 Jake Storms ® ~Hammond jake.stormsJ@gmail.com 

105 Deb Buch ® ~ Alexandria debbuch@me.com 

106 Gillian Harrison ® ~ Alexandria gillianlharrison@gmail.com 

107 Mary Koepp® ~Covington marybkoepp@aol.com 

108 Linda Holland ® ~ A!exand ria lholland33@comcast.net 

109 Kelli Andrews illJ ~Alexandria kelliaand rews@yahoo.com 

110 Lori Kreger ® ~ Alexandria pelegreen835@yahoo.com 

Alhees Basharmal 
111 

lill 
~Yorba Linda alheesb@gmail.com 

112 
Suzanne Granger 

~Duluth grangermom@comcast.net 
® 

113 
II Kasi Brannan 

~Covington kasi623@aol.com 
® 

114 
Myra Mutzelburg 

~Alexandria myramutzelburg@yahoo.com 
® 

115 Jacob Dingman ® !!!!!!iitt Alexandria jakedingman@gmail.com 

116 Laura Oleson ® !!!!!!iitt Alexandria 50fantab@gmail.com 

117 John Daniel ® ~ Alexandria presto 7 543@gmail.com 

118 Kathleen Walls ® ~ Alexandria gkcwalls@aol.com 

119 
Lawrence 

McAndrews® 
~ Alexandria Ia mcandrews@ hotmail.com 

Thomas 
120 

Edmondson® 
~ Alexandria tomeSO@verizon. net 
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# I Name I City I Email address 

Trevor Wharton 
~ Alexandria 121 

1lli 
tawharton@gmail.com 

122 William Hunter riD ~ Alexandria danhunter425@gmail.com 

123 Diane Wood Jill ~ Alexandria dianeandcats@verizon.net 

124 Vanessa Vega till ~Alexandria vanessavegapena@gmail.com 

125 Annalise Lewey riD ~Ventura amonet96@gmail.com 

126 Jane Carlson ® ~ Alexandria jh.carlson@comcast.net 

SUSAN 
susanhathcock@comcast.net 127 

HATHCOCK@ 
~ALEXANDRIA 

128 Anna Bowman ® ~ Alexandria annaonthego@gmail.com 

129 Terence Ross ® Ill!'= Alexandria terence.ross@kattenlaw.com 

130 Janice Kupiec ® ~ Alexandria jkupiec@ hotmail.com 

131 Carroll Kisser® ~ Alexandria carroll@kisser.org 

Marine Niewald 
~ Alexandria mniew23593@aol.com 132 

® 

133 Agnes Soos ® IIII!P Alexandria vacapsfan99@gmail.com 

134 Maria Fluker ® ~ Alexandria mseedner@gmail.com 

Andrea Stowers 
~ Alexandria andreal.stowers@gmail.com 135 

® 

136 Meaghan Curry® ~ Alexandria moog72@hotmail.com 

137 Mike Waschull® llllllf4: Alexandria waschull@gmail.com 

138 Matt McQueen ® ~ Alexandria mattmcqueen74@gmail.com 

139 Jennifer Lima ® ~Hammond jenniferlima247@gmail.com 

140 William Shen ® ~ Alexandria williamlshen@yahoo.com 
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# Name City Email address 

Anna Puodziunas 
141 

illi 
~ Alexandria annapajamas@aol.com 

142 Melanie Barnes illJ ~Covington melliejane28@yahoo.com 

143 Terry McVenes @ II.!!IBl Alexandria terry@tantavitae.com 

144 
Miles Holtzman 

illi 
~Alexandria mhholtzman@gmail.com 

Donald Ivers illJ ~ Alexandria 
iversd41 @cox.net 145 

,(Ffx county} 

146 Carole Sieling illJ ~Alexandria carolesieling@verizon.net 

147 Judith Miller illJ ~ Alexandria rltrmiller@aol.com 

148 Nina Randolph illJ II.!!IBl Alexandria ninarand@gmail.com 

149 Sally Buikema @ ~Alexandria sally.buikema@yahoo.com 

150 
Cassie Van 

derslice ® !!!!!§Alexandria cass680@aol.com 

Tim Van derslice 
151 

1lli 
~ Alexandria casstv@aof.com 

152 Daniel Arthur ® ~ Sumrnerville rtfd325@yahoo.com 

153 Dave Fluker illJ ~ Alexandria dpfluker@gmail.com 

Donna 
154 

Manoogian® 
~ Alexandria donnamango@aol.com 

Ronald 
155 

M utzelburg illJ ~ Alexandria ron_mutzelvurg@comcast.net 

156 Lauren Heslep ® ~ Alexandria I au ren.marq uez80@gmai I. com 

157 Martha Farrar® ~Alexandria msfusa2002@ya hoo.co m 

158 Phuong Yokitis ® !!!!!§ Alexandria phuongyokitis@yahoo.com 

159 Margaret Hern ® ~Ventura megamail@sbcglobal.net 

160 Ralph Coppola 1lli ~Vienna rkcoppola@yahoo.com 
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# Name City Email address 

161 Toni Gualtieri ® ~ Alexandria gualtieritoni@gmail.com 

162 Brian Gallagher lliJ !!!!l§l Alexandria briangallagher1 01 @gmail.com 

163 Joan Harvath lliJ ~ Alexandria joan513@aol.com 

164 Patricia Boyer lliJ !!!!l§l Way_ne tracyboyer966@aol.com 

165 Annette Licitra 1ill ~ Alexandria alicitra@yahoo.com 

166 Kat Gaffney lliJ ~ Alexandria zwickykat@yahoo.com 

167 Janise Nichols lill ~ Alexandria janisenichols@hotmail.com 

Cornelia Sheahan 
~ Alexandria nsheahan@verizon.net 168 

lill 

Shell 

169 Blankenship- IIIE!i Alexandria shellblankenship@gmail.com 

Wharton lill 

170 Andrew Talamo lliJ ~Mandeville atalamo2007@gmail.com 

171 Jessica Murray lill ~ Alexandria jessica.murray22@gmail.com 

172 Mark Williams lill IIIE!i Alexandria markcwilliams@yahoo.com 

173 Brad Lakeson lliJ !!!!l§l Brevard wlakeson@gmail.com 

174 Daria Lepisko ® ~ Alexandria darlepisko@aol.com 

175 Douglas Olsen ® ~ Alexandria, 
dolsen60@yahoo.com 

VA 

Robert 
~Fairfax ragvanman@aol.com 176 

Gulbrandsen ® 

177 Belle Cottrell® ~ Pearl River bellaizzy31 @gmail.com 

178 Martha Abbott 1ill ~ Alexandria marty a bbott@comcast.net 

179 Jana McKeag lill ~Alexandria jmgop@aol.com 

180 Virginia Agee lill ~ Alexandria virginiaagee@gmail.com 
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# Name City Email address 

181 Kevin Johnson lTil ~Alexandria johnson k309@ya hoo.com 

182 Edward Lang ® E Crowthorne idfa.ej@gmail.com 

Sean Caffery ® ~Covington, 
seanman22@outlook.com 183 

LA 

184 Amy Savagw lTil ~ Alexandria amyksavage@gmail.com 

185 Liz Still ~Ruston ecs030@email.latech.edu 

Cameron Sitton 
~Slidell spammertons 123@gmail.com 186 

liD 

187 
Neil 

Hammerstrosn ® ~Alexandria neil.hammerstrom@yahoo.com 

188 Betsy Little till ~Arvada betsylittle04@gmail.com 

189 Ella Bereziuk ®' ~Covington ellaab 1830@gmail.com 

190 Will Nance till ~ Alexandria will@willnance.com 

191 
Raymond 

~Alexandria chi peressna n@nl ac .com 
Eresman till 

Dean Amundson 
192 

®' 
~Sartell amundson.dean@gmail.com 

193 Bailey B1·annan ®' ~ Watford CitY- brannan.baileyrae@gmail.com 

194 
Elizabeth 

Germain till ~ Alexandria eagermain62@gmail.com 

195 Sean Cornine lliJ ~ Watford citY- seanmcornine@yahoo.com 

196 Karl Hobart lliJ ~ Alexandria karl.hobart@gmail.com 

197 
Randall Duncan 

liD 
~Destrehan randall.duncan6343@gmail.com 

198 
Deborah Rankin 

lliJ 
~ Alexandria deborahrankin1 @gmail.com 

199 Angela Boone WI ~Forest 
angela.boone8@yahoo.com 

Heights 

Mary Horne WI ~ Alexandria, 
horne.mimi@verizon.net 200 

VA 22314 
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# Name City Email address 

201 
Boyd Walker 

~ Alexandria boydwalker2012@gmail.com 
® 

202 
11 Jill 
Barringer® 

of- Covington jbarringer124@hotmail.com 

203 
Phillip Reeder 

~Alexandria thekidphr@aol.com 
® 

James Morenz 
~NaP-les watsamatru@hotmail.com 204 

® 

205 Marci Lash® ~Alexandria lash.marci@gmail.com 

206 Kosta Styles ® ~Herndon asters_wi lt02@ icloud.com 

Ellie Brannan ~weeki 
207 

liD ~hee 
elliebr·annan34@gmail.com 

208 Leya Hariss liD !1111!= Tallahassee leyaharris02 @g rna il.com 

209 Emj® ~tallahassee eaj21d@fsu.edu 

210 B Jones® ~ Tallahassee bj23jonesjr@yahoo.com 

Jared 
I!!I!!!!C:: Tallahassee jacehollembeak@gmail.com 211 

Hollembeak ® 

212 
IJAnn Reese 

~ Alexandria annpatriciareese@yahoo.com 
lliJ 

213 
Aidan Wynne 

~ Charleston aidan.a.wynne@gmail.com 
® 

214 Ned Corzine ® ~CHARLOTTE rcorzine51 @outlook.com 

215 
Kaye Decano 

~Manassas kadecano@gmail.com 
® 

216 
Joseph 

~Alexandria joewhitlock86@gmail.com 
Whitlock® 

217 
Walker Hilpert 

~Jacksonville walkerm.hilpert@gmail.com 
® 

218 Cori Lucas® ~Silverdale mrslucasc@gmail.com 

219 Bijan Ahvazi ® ~Alexandria bijan.ahvazi@gmail.com 

220 Ella Ciotti ® ~ Jacksonville ellaciotti98@gmail.com 
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# Name City Email address 

Lynette ~WINTER 
lcrisrnore@cfl.tT.corn 221 

Crisrnore lliJ PARK 

222 
Emily Holden 

IIIIIF Pensacola ernily.dailo@grnail.corn 
lliJ 

Barbara 
223 

Williams® 
~ Newber[Y. blrnills6174@grnail.com 

224 Kevin Petit 1ill ~ Alexandria kevinpetitarrny@yahoo.corn 

225 
Sandra Carson 

lliJ 
"'!''I!'S Alexandria sandra.carson@yale.edu 

226 
Mike Sullivan 

lliJ 
!!!!!!'==Matthews rnsully1 027@grnail.corn 

227 
Meredith 

Sullivan lliJ ~Matthews rnered ithdavi s93 @g rnai !.corn 

228 
Tecia 

Counihan® 
~ Woodbridg!! tecia_cou ni ha n@yahoo.corn 

229 
Benjamin 

"'!''I!'S Tal!ahasst=:e georgeben 779@g rnail.corn 
George lliJ 

Alexis 
230 

Granville® 
IIIIIF Orlando alexisgranvil@grnail.corn 

231 
Courtney 

~ Jacksonville cbrening525@grnail.com 
Brening ® 

232 Sara Barley® "'!''I!'S Jacksonville planejane358@grnail.corn 

233 chloee mills® IIIIIF N ew be tTY- chloeelovebug@grnail.corn 

234 Kelly Tongol ® ~ SP-ringfield trirn.cackles-00@ icloud .corn 

235 
Hayley Crews 

"'!''I!'S Alexandria hayley.crews22@grnail.corn 
® 

Mia Agr-inzonis ~Weeki 
236 

lliJ Wachee 
rniaa9@icloud.com 

Jessica Klaber 
237 

lliJ 
~Fairfax jessicaklaber@yahoo.corn 

238 Kyle Wager® ~ Alexandria lgwage@gmail.com 

Charlotte 
~Alexandria shapedbycharlotte@gmail.com 239 

Martin® 
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# 

240 

241 

242 

243 

244 

245 

246 

247 

248 

249 

250 

251 

252 

253 

254 

255 

256 

257 

258 

259 

260 

Name 

Adam Alamillo 

liD 

Jaime Varela lllJ 

Rebecca 

Brown liD 

Christopher 

Sens IITJ 

Jeff Hayden lllJ 

Sabrina Parks 

liD 

Charles 

Allegrone lllJ 

Megan 

Crumpler IITJ 

Kim Bell 1llJ 

Danielle 

Lundgren® 

Kathleen Pisch 

® 

Kari Watts illr 

Renea Ramos 

liD 

Edna Mancias 

liD 

Joseph 

Mancias Jr. liD 

Krista 

Lepkowski IITJ 

Sean Counihan 

® 

Rich Sudder liD 

Erin Brannan 

1llJ 

Jessica Sens liD 

Layla Sens@ 

City Email address 

~ Alexandria adamalamillo@gmail.com 

-Alexandria jvarela1 S@gmail.c:om 

~ Alexandria brownrs87@gmail.com 

- Ne'W Orleans csens 1 @cox.net 

- Alexandria jeffrey.hayden@me.com 

!IIIIIJ":' A!exanclr-i<a sabdnaparks20@grnaiLcom 

E Alexandria allegrone@aol.com 

-Jacksonville megan@barleygroup.or-g 

-Oxnard kimmiebell819@gmail.com 

-Alexandria d lthomasrna il@aol.com 

-Alexandria kgaines 1 004@gmail.corn 

~Asheville kwatts9512@gmail.com 

!!!!J!ffiO Arlington rsiebold04@yahoo.com 

- Alexandria ecmancias@ear·thlink.net 

- Alexandria jmancias@ix.netcom.com 

~ Hamrnond !epko'Wskikdsta@yahoo.com 

- Woodbridge coun6@yahoo.com 

IIIIIC: Alexandria sportnoles@yahoo.com 

!!!!!if' Covington erinmbrannan@gmail.com 

- Ne'W or-leans jessicadsens@cox.net 

!III!C New Orleans laylasens@gmail.com 
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# 

261 

262 

263 

264 

265 

266 

267 

268 

269 

270 

271 

272 

273 

274 

275 

276 

277 

278 

279 

280 

Name 

Karen Feagin 

lllJ 

Joel Miller lllJ 

Zachary Shelin 

lllJ 

Kathleen 

Allegrone@ 

Charles 

Augustine@ 

Jane Marshall 

lllJ 

Doug Belote 

lllJ 

Mary Sens lllJ 

William Hunter 

Daley lllJ 

Heather 

McDaniel lllJ 

Pete Collard® 

Patrick Murray 

® 

James Baldwin 

® 

Christopher 

Arthur lllJ 

Mark Allen® 

Elizabeth 

Maier lllJ 

Lynn Green lllJ 

Thomas 

Schultz® 

Anne Caldwell 

® 

Derek Oberg 

lllJ 

City 

~ Takoma Park 

-=,:Dundalk 

~ Newat-k 

-=,:Alexandr-ia 

-=::Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~ 

ALEXANDRIA 

.:;=, New Orleans 

~Silver- SP-r-ing 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandr-ia 

~Alexandria 

~Montclair 

J!llllfu Bluffton 

~Alexandr-ia 

-==Alexandr-ia 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandr-ia 

!!!!!"""Alexandr-ia 

Email address 

karenfeagin(,PgmaiLcom 

baltijoel@gmail.com 

zjshelin@gmail.com 

allegrone@comcast.net 

augustineca@gmail.com 

paxtonpups@yahoo.com 

biz@moonriver.us 

ocemes@hotmail.com 

w.hunterdaley@icloud.com 

mcdaniel.heather@gmail.com 

collardindc@gmail.corn 

jptoutpret@hotmail.com 

j.andrew.baldwin@gmail.com 

carthur10@aol.com 

mallen@markallenlavv.com 

elizabethmaier1 @gmail.com 

lynnpenati@gmail.com 

thomas.w.schultz@grnail.corn 

annecaldwell423@grnail.com 

der·ek.j.oberg 1 @gmail.com 
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# 

281 

282 

283 

284 

285 

286 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 

300 

Name 

Horace Day® 

Mary Ken-® 

Sidney 

DeGraw illJ 

Suzanne 

Lipcaman ® 

Joel Newman 

® 

John cr-ocker 

® 

Adam Ioannou 

lill 

John Mudd illJ 

Michael 

Adams® 

Jeffrey Blount 

® 

Anna Bergrnan 

® 

Christine 

Traettino till 

Gloria Stuart 

lill 

CJ Freitag till 

Holly Shull 

Vogel® 

Paula Alcorn till 

Tiffany McGary 

lill 

Hannah King 

® 

Lauren Page illJ 

Gabrielle Page 

® 

City 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandr-ia 

~ Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

"""± Bolingbrook 

~Vashon 

~ Coying:tnn 

IIIII!'§ Covington 

S District of 

Columbia 

~ Franklinton 

~ Franklinton 

Email address 

htfairfax@yahoo.com 

marykerr1 030@gmail.com 

sid ney.deg raw@comcast. net 

lipcamans@gmail.com 

jgnewman45@gmail.com 

crockerchuck@gmail.com 

adamaioannou@gmail.com 

davidmudd@aol.com 

712south@corncast.net 

jblountprc@grnail.com 

abparisnyc@grnail.corn 

ctraettino@gmail.com 

stuartgj@aol.co!n 

cfreitag66@ icloud .com 

frostflower2000@yahoo.corn 

paulaalcorn1 @icloud.com 

tiffanymcgarycyprian@icloud.com 

heking729@gmail.com 

lovegpage@yahoo.com 

lovegpage 7 @yahoo.com 
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# Name City Email address 

301 Gracey Page® ~ Franklinton lovegpage6@yahoo.com 

302 isabella sapp Jill ~ f[;aob;lio:t.Qn izzie2006@outlook.com 

303 Cheryl Gerber ® ~ New Orleans cherylgerber@cox.net 

304 
Cynthia Brannan 

~ New orleans cynthiabrannan@yahoo.com 
® 

305 
Emily Joy Garza 

!IIIli';;; San Antonio emilyjoy@dollistic.com 
® 

306 Brian Davis ® !!!)!!;; Alexandria thegreatbdavis@g mail.com 

307 joy mallonee ® ~ alexandr-ia joy.mallonee@gmail.com 

Lauren 
~Alexandria crossfitunbowed@gmail.com 308 

Augustine® 

309 
Bridgett Rorrer 

~Arlington bridgettrorrer@vt.edu 
® 

Merriweather 
!IIIli';;; Falls church megordon21 @gmail.com 310 

Gordon® 

Sarah Lubnow 
!IIIli';;; Alexandria sarahl17@vt.edu 311 

Jill 

Michele 
~McLean dmmccormick@aol.com 312 

McCormick Jill 

Madeline Davis 
~Alexandria maddavi s 1 0@ hotmail.com 313 

® 

Elizabeth 
~ ArlioglQ.Q elizabethkarlin@gmail.com 314 

Maggio® 

315 
Jordan Cappolla 

~Burke jcappolla@gmail.com 
® 

316 
II Eric 

Edgington® 
~Alexandria fredgington@gmail.com 

317 Robert Lash Jill !JI!I!E.7 Alexandria rwlash@gmail.com 

318 Gincy Carosi ® ~ Alexandria gincy@arbancarosi.com 

319 Gail Rothrock® ~ Alexandria gcrothrock@gmail.com 

320 
Sophie Delquie 

~ Alexandr·ia sdelquie@gmail.com 
® 
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# Name City Email address 

321 
susan edgington 

~ Alexandria sedgington003@gmail.com 
lliJ 

322 Patsy Sachs lliJ ~NaP-les pandm@mikesachs.com 

323 
Sandy McDowell 

~Alexandria sandy@cosmosclub.org 
lliJ 

324 Missy Cowan lliJ ~NaP-les miscowa n@comcast.net 

325 Kevin DeGraw lliJ ~Alexandria kevin.degraw@comcast.net 

326 
Carol Campbell 

~NaP-les englishdaisy@comcast.net 
lliJ 

Margaret ~Alexandria 
327 mmurphy2652@gmail.com 

Murphy lliJ VA 

328 Kevin Brady lliJ ~Fairfield bradykp1 @gmail.com 

329 
Peggy Lottman 

~Alexandria peggy41ottman@gmail.com 
lliJ 

330 Tim Tr·an lliJ ~ Alexandria trant50@hotmail.com 

331 JPaul Horne lliJ ![!llll'iC Alexandria hornejp@ver-izon.net 

332 Keith Urbahn lliJ ~ Alexandria keith.urbahn@gmail.com 

333 
carleen tylenda 

~Alexandria ctylenda@aol.com 
lliJ 

William Martin 
334 

lliJ 
!l!!lfil Alexandria w.s.mar·tin@outlook.com 

335 Brian Branton ® !!!!!tr; Alexandria brian.e.branton@gmail.com 

336 Sue Mersch® ~ Woodbridgg suemersch@gmai I. com 

337 Ten Dav lliJ ~ Alexandria ten ley .davis96@gmail.com 

Albert Waldman 
338 

illJ 
~Milford Pa awaldmanmd@gmail.com 

339 Paul Davis® !l!!lfil Reston paul.davises@gmail.com 

340 
Marjorie 

~NaP-les corrallo24@gmail.com 
Corrallo illJ 
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# Name City Email address 

341 Donald White 11!J ~ASHBURN dwhite4650@gmail.com 

342 Diane Rhodes lliJ ~ Alexandria drhodes.impact@gmail.com 

343 Kelly LeBrun lill !!!!!:;:; Alexandria klynnlebrun5@yahoo.com 

344 
Mindy 

~Arlington us4cov@yahoo.com 
Covington l1!J 

345 Gregory Page l1!J ~!!!![:;: Franklinton gregorypage1 @yahoo.com 

346 Greg Page jr ® ~ Franklinton pageconstruction5@yahoo.com 

347 
Cheryl Martelli 

~Fairfax shea.ma rtell i @yahoo.com 
l1!I 

Charlotte Davis 
~Alexandr-ia charlottexdavis@gmail.com 348 

lill 

349 John Davis 11!J ~Alexandria jacksonwy165@gmail.com 

350 Ken Roman 11!J ~ Hughesville rom a nkenj@g mai I. com 

Samuel Glaser 
~Fairfax asg 19822@gmail.com 351 

till 

ISABELLE 
~ Alexandria iblanchet1608@gmail.com 352 

BLANCHET l1!J 

353 Ginnie Daine ® ~ Falls Church gdai ne86@gmai I. com 

354 Valerie Fant l1!J ~ Falls Church valifant1 05@gmail.com 

355 Melanie Field ® ~ Los Angeles melanie. field 1 @gmail.com 

Marco Ferrari ® ~Old Town 
356 

Alexandria 
marcoferra ri7 4@yahoo.com 

357 Erin Clott ® ~Rockville eri n.clott@yahoo.com 

358 Therese Rose 11!J ~ Burbank, Ca. caretaker.rose@gmail.com 

Michael Comis ~ 
mcomis1622@comcast.net 359 

lill Gaithersbur<J 

Steven Keller lill ~Washington, 
skellerdc2@gmail.com 360 

DC 
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# Name City Email address 

361 suzanne Galat 1ID ~Washington sgalat1912@gmail.com 

362 
Yvonne 

Mizusawa 1llJ ~Mclean yvonne.mizusawa@gmail.com 

Deborah 
363 

McVenes lliJ ~ Alexandria dmcvenes@gmail.com 

364 Brian DeGraw 1llJ ~ New y.Q.ds. bdeegee@gmail.com 

365 Bradley Field 1llJ ~ los Angeles bradley.field1 @gmail.com 

366 
ALAN 

KRlNSMAN (llJ 
~Alexandria a@ank2.com 

367 
Margaret Judge 

-.Chatham holapeg@aol.com 
lliJ 

James Morrison 
368 

lliJ 
~ Alexandria jamesellismorrison@gmail.com 

David Weissman 
369 

® 
~ Alexandria davidrw20@gmail.com 

370 Lisa Brandau ® ~Vienna lastickel@gmail.com 

371 
Dhamin Jassim 

® 
-.Arlington daminart2@yahoo.com 

372 
Thomas Dillon 

® 
-. Annandale tdillon12345678@aol.com 

373 
Stephanie Perri 

-.Vienna stephaniekperri@yahoo.com 
lliJ 

374 katie lowry lllJ l!!l!!fii alexandria lowryhq@verizon.net 

375 
Michael Judge 

~Chatham mjudge25@aol.com 
® 

376 
Christine Wahl 

® 
-. Alexandria starlightcreek@gmail.com 

377 John Petit® -.Camarillo jspjfp@gmai I. com 

378 Sue Whorton lliJ -. Alexandria suesuewhorton@gmail.com 

379 Rachel Warga lllJ ~Bethesda rachelwarga@gmail.com 

380 Ann Fisher lliJ !!!!!$NaP-les annmfisher3@gmail.com 
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# Name City Email address 

381 barbara kisser till ~alexandria bi mbobarb@yahoo.com 

Traci Buschner 
~ Alexandria bingothedog2004@hotmail.com 382 

Jill 

383 Lloyd Crouse !.ill ~ 

ALEXANDRIA 
lrcrouse@gmail.com 

Robin Hellmuth 
~Alexandria rzhellmuth@aol.com 384 

!.ill 

385 Joyce Wood till !!!J!!.;;;; Alexandria woodjoyce31 @gmail.com 

386 Kathy Seifert !.ill ~Alexandria kskathyseifert@yahoo.com 

387 
Angelica 

~ Alexandria a mescal on a @aol.com 
Escalona !.ill 

388 Kismet Toksu till ~Alexandria ktoksu @ya hoo.com 

389 
IJ Josefina 

~Alexandria johooker@ aol.com 
Hooker® 

Andres Alvarez-
~ Alexandria apva66@gmail.com 390 

Prado till 

391 
Gregory House 

!!l!f'i! Alexandria gregoryaustinhouse@gmail.com 
till 

392 
Jennifer Topping 

~ Alexandr-ia toppingjl13@gmail.com 
till 

393 Kay Woodard till ~Alexandr-ia kaysellsva@gmail.com 

394 M Foley® ~ Alexandria mwrs201 O@gmail.com 

Mahelet 
~Alexandria mahletsgb@gmail.com 395 

Gebremichael ® 

Mackenzie 
~Alexandria kenzie.ann 13@yahoo.com 396 

Marzo® 

397 
Doug Whitlow 

~Alexandria dwhi483343@aol.com rm 
398 Johan van Zyl !.ill ~Alexandria johanvanzyl5@gmail.com 

399 
Christopher 

~Alexandria cteeters@hotmail.com 
Teeters® 

400 Rex Rooker II ® ~Annandale rex.rooker2@gmail.com 
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# 

401 

402 

403 

404 

405 

406 

407 

408 

409 

410 

411 

412 

413 

414 

415 

416 

417 

418 

419 

420 

Name 

Allyson Hazzard 

lliJ 

Joyce Robinson 

lliJ 

John Gimbert 

lliJ 

Maggie Coots 

lliJ 

Ginny Figgins 

lliJ 

Laura Knieling 

® 

Julien Scranton 

lliJ 

Maureen 

Mancias @ 

Jon Dunn® 

Patricia DeJesus 

lliJ 

Bridgett Taylor 

lliJ 

Aileen Kim® 

Joan Porche ® 

Deven McGr·avv 

® 

Susan Kerr· 1llJ 

Elizabeth Exley 

® 

Nerine 

MacDonald lliJ 

David 

Ovedovitz® 

Richard 

Sponseller· ® 

Michele 

Malvesti 1llJ 

I City 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandr-ia 

~ A!exandr·ia 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandr-ia 

~ Ponte Vedra 

Beac.h 

ll'!'le" Pittsburgh 

ll'!'le" Alexandria 

~Waldorf 

~~~~~~~;;;; Alexandr-ia 

~ Alexandri 

~ Alexandr·ja 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

ll'!'le" Alexandr-ia 

1111!!!!\i Alexandr-ia, 

VA 

~Alexandr-ia 

1111!!!!\i Alexandria 

ll'!'le" Alexandria, 

VA 

~Alexandria 

Email address 

ahazzar-d(g>comcast:.net 

joybrizac@g mai Lcom 

jaggimbert@gmail.com 

mgcoots@grna il.corn 

g i nnyfigg i ns@corncast .net 

lknieling8@gmail.com 

julien25@hotrnail.com 

isavvrnogo @ya hoo.com 

dunndeal81 @gmail.com 

pydejesus@aol.corn 

bridgett. taylor0524@g mai !.corn 

youskirn82@gmail.com 

joankporche@yahoo.corn 

terpfan418@g ma il.com 

susan@ advancing inspi ration.com 

elizabeth.exley@corncast.net 

nmac817@gmail.com 

doved 1973@yahoo.com 

esquirerichards@outlook.com 

rnalvesti@gmail.corn 
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# Name City Email address 

421 
Megan ~ 

meganhauckdc@gmail.com 
Marshall Jill ALEXANDRIA 

422 
Rebecca Dooley 

I!!!!JJjWi; Alexandria rebecca.dooley@proton.me 
® 

423 Richard Elgin Jill 11!1111:;;' St. James elgin 1682@gmail.com 

424 Adam Martin ® !!I!!:; La Grang~ adammar@cdw.com 

Brainerd H. 
425 

Whitbeck Ill ® 
11!1111:;;' Arlington tripp353@aol.com 

Patrick Malone !!!!JIE Alexandria, 
426 

® 
malonemarketing@gmaiLcom 

Y.P:,. 

John 
427 

Markowicz Jill !1111;:;;: Alexandria johnmarkowiczjr@cs.com 

428 Ann Scully Jill 1!11!!§1 Alexandria ascully6@gmail.com 

429 Bob Wood Jill ~Alexandria jrwood72@gmail.com 

430 
Margaret Wood 

"""""Alexandria woodm72@gmail.com 
® 

Hazel Miller Jill 
~ A!exandria 

431 loususiemiller@aol.com 
VA 

432 Scott Collins Jill ~!!!!!;;;; Alexandria scotttcollins@gmail.com 

Sean 
~Alexandria scemcd@gmail.com 433 

McDonough® 

434 Chris Howell Jill !!~!!:;Alexandria howellca24@gmail.com 

435 
Nancy 

""""" Alexandria wept. upper _Os@icloud.com 
Woodford Jill 

436 James Wilton ® !J!JJ!!;;:;; Punta Gorda wiltonjh@yahoo.com 

437 
Cynthia Higgins 

~Alexandria cynthiafarahat@aol.com 
® 

Kristina 
~ Axelandria artathagman@gmail.com 438 

Hagman Jill 

439 
IJ Anita Winsor 

~ Alexandria anwi nsor@g maiLcom 
® 

Hazen Marshall 
~Alexandria hazenmarshall@gmail.com 440 

® 
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I# I Name I City I Email address 

441 
Thomas Miller 

Illi 
~Alexandria tommiller1209@gmail.com 

442 
Elizabeth 

Dunning® 
~Alexandria mmmtcm@gmail.com 

Sheri Winesett 
residuafstrategies@gmail.com 443 

Illi 
!IIII!E"' ROANOKE 

444 Karen Tyler lliJ ~Alexandria karenkrichard@gmail.com 

445 
Cindy Conner 

~Alexandria cindyhconner@gmail.com 
Illi 

446 
Mark Kington 

~Alexandria markJ.kington@gmail.com 
1llr 

447 
David 

Hochberg® 
~Alexandria dcdavio@hotmail.com 

448 Kim Putens ® ~Alexandria kputens@hotmail.com 

449 Lisa Shaw 1llr ~Alexandria lisadshaw77@yahoo.com 

450 Bonnie Miller® ~ 8.h:::l:>SIOQt"iiiJ bonnietomm iller@yahoo.com 

451 Christian Stiff® ~Alexandria costiff@gmail.com 

452 
Lyles 

~Alexandria flmcbrat@gmail.com 
McBratney ® 

453 
Brenda Thayer 

~Alexandria brendathayer@gmail.com 
® 

Anna Smith 
454 

Lacey® 
~Alexandria an na.smith lacey@ya hoo.com 

455 Amber Gould® ~Alexandria alucky7 @yahoo.com 

456 
Virginia Agee 

~ 8.1exaodria giniagee2@gmail.com 
lill 

457 Julie King lliJ ~Alexandria julieking400@gmail.com 

458 
Rochelle Gray 

~Alexandria rochellegray1 OO@gmail.com 
® 

corinne 
459 

winburn ® 
~alexandria bird22314@gmail.com 

460 Liz Under·hill ® ~Alexandria lizunderhill1 @gmail.com 
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# 

461 

462 

463 

464 

465 

466 

467 

468 

469 

470 

471 

472 

473 

474 

475 

476 

477 

478 

479 

480 

] Name 

Rober-t 

Weinhagen IllJ 

Ann Murray® 

Amy Philbrick 

Illi 

Cheryl Amyx ® 

Laura Dowling 

Illi 

Siobhan 

McDonough IllJ 

Sherry Hulfish 

Browne IllJ 

Leland Ness J.lli 

Kathleen 

Valentine® 

Morgan D 

Delaney® 

Anna Gilpatrick 

® 

Doug Redman 

Illi 

Tom Valentine 

Illi 

Jennifer 

Nightingale® 

Steve and Erica 

Davidson 1ill 

Nancy Almasi 

!ill 

Susan Anthony 

Illi 

Terry Maiden IllJ 

Melanie 

Howard® 

Katherine 

Bridges ® 

City 

~~ndr·ia 

~ Alexandria 

-= ~ 
ALEXANDRIA 

~Alexandr-ia 

~ Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

~Alexandr-ia 

~Alexandria 

VA 

lilliE'§ Afexandr·ia 

~Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

~Alexandr-ia 

~ Alexandr-ia 

~ Alexandria 

!!!"'§Alexandr-ia 

~ Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~ Rockvllle, 

.M.Q 

Email address 

r·obert.weinhagen@icloud.com 

twig@twigweb.com 

adphilbrick@gmail.com 

mensch_fork.Oq@icloud.com 

lauradowling@verizon.net 

siobhan.mcdonough@gmail.com 

sherry.h.browne@gmail.com 

mailness@comcast.net 

kathyvalentine@aol.com 

mdelaney.202@gmail.com 

aegilpatrick@gmail.com 

dprsox@aol.com 

tvalentineus@aol.com 

jhelenmartin@gmail.com 

kicking-dearies.Ot@icloud.com 

lavistadrive@msn.com 

sba22314@gmail.com 

maidenmspm@gmail.com 

melaniehoward79@gmail.com 

katiel bridges926@yahoo.com 
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# Name City Email address 

481 Paula Pass® ~Alexandria pau lapass@arkagosadvisors.com 

482 
John Strohecker 

WI 
~ SR.dn.gfi.e.kl johnstrohecker@g mai l.com 

483 
Lee Ann 

Thompson® 
~Alexandria leegal0903@gmail.com 

484 
Edward 

DAlessio WI ~Alexandria epdalessio@gmail.com 

485 
Ana Gomez-

Acebo ® 
PIE Alexandria anagomez.acebo@gmail.com 

486 
Lucas Gomez-

Acebo ® 
!llll!i Alexandria lucasgomezacebo@gmail.com 

487 Gregory Lacy ® ~Alexander likeits99@earthlink.net 

488 
Cindy Whitman 

PIE Alexandria cglacy@earthlink.net 
Lacy® 

489 Casey Bowler ® !1!1!1';:: Alexandria casey123321 @gmail.com 

490 
Kelly Crossman 

!l!!!!f'i Alexandria crossmankelly@gmail.com 
WI 

491 
a Rachel 

II!I!!F Alexandria r·achelqwelsh@gmail.com 
Welsh® 

492 Yeon Son® ll!!!ti Alexandria yeonson38@gmail.com 

493 Han Son® ~Alexandria hanwson 1 O@g mai I. com 

494 Fiona Moran till !!!::: Alexandria fiona.r.mor·an@gmail.com 

495 
Ann McCarthy 

~Alexandria annlmcc@hotmail.com 
® 

496 
a Alex 

~ Alexandria alexanderwrobinson 77 @g mail.com 
Robinson® 

Lee T. Ponton 
~ Alexandria leeponton@me.com 497 

WI 

498 
Lynn Rogerson 

~Alexandria lynnrshirey@gmail.com 
till 

Frederick ~ 
flowther@blankrome.com 499 

Lowther® Alexandria, VA 

500 
Susan Joseph 

111!!1!'." Alexandria sgjoseph27@gmail.com 
® 
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# I Name I City I Email address 

501 Caren Camp® ~alexandria ctcamp@gmail.com 

502 a Bob O'Hern lliJ ~ Alexandria bob.ohern839@gmail.com 

503 Karen O'Hern ® ~ Alexandria karen.ohern839@gmail.com 

504 Steve Kelmar ® !!!!~:::;Alexandria skelmar@gmail.com 

505 Maura Ross® ~ Alexandria mauramwhite@hotmail.com 

506 Ken Gray® ~ Alexandria kenlgray@aol.com 

507 Dave Cleary® ~Alexandria dcleary@clearyoxford.com 

508 Clare Skarda ® llllll,ii§ Alexandria clare.skarda@gmail.com 

509 
Gregory Skarda 

~Alexandria gskarda@gmail.com 
® 

510 Eileen Regan ® !!!!!IE' Alexandria eregan7@hotmail.com 

511 
Bridget Scanlan 

~Alexandria bridge757@gmail.com 
Iill 

Charles 
!l!ll;t Alexandria crstephenson@hotmail.com 512 

Stephenson ® 

513 
Danila Weatherly 

~Alexandria danila.weatherly@gmail.com 
® 

514 
Gerald Kilkenny 

~Alexandria kilkenny8@hotmail.com 
® 

515 Clare Little ® ~ Alexandria clare.little1 @verizon.net 

516 Hilda Graham ® ~Alexandria hildagharder@gmail.com 

Frederick Parsons 
~Alexandria fg parsons@yahoo.com 517 

® 

518 
William Berridge 

~ Alexandria albongo@aol.com 
® 

519 Jud Burke® ~ Alexandria jud@judburke.com 

Radames Pena-
~ Alexandria radamespenavega@gmail.com 520 

Vega® 
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# Name I City Email address 

521 
Mary Page 

~Alexandria friskyhic33@gmail.com 
Hickey® 

522 Laurie Colton ® ~ Alexandria signoralaurie@g mail.com 

523 Cliffor·d Reis ® ~Alexandria cliffr2@yahoo.com 

524 Pat Nicklin 1lli ~Alexandria pbnicklin@gmail.com 

525 kathy tanner {ill ~alexandria katkhaos11 @gmail.com 

526 Eva Alexander 1lli ~ Alexandria evavalexa nder@ me .com 

527 
Elena Sienkiewicz 

1lli 
~Alexandria elesienkiewicz@gmail.com 

528 
Kathryn Gabrielli 

~Alexandria kate.b.gabrielli@gmail.com 
till 

529 
Patt·ick OConnell 

® 
~Alexandria patrickoconnelt_1 @msn.com 

Geraldine 
~ Alexandria goc926@ya hoo.com 530 

OConnell 1lli 

531 Nicole Hanten ® ~ Alexaodria nicole@hanton.net 

532 Jan Ring lliJ ~ Alexandria flash.o.steel@gmail.com 

533 
G.M. Steventon 

till 
~ alexandria gmm@cantab.net 

~ 

534 Ryan Dillon ® 
~ 

legion_06@yahoo.com 
Narraqs_~nsett 

Katherine Hinkle ~ 
kithinkle@yahoo.com 535 

till Summerville 

536 
Scarlett Bunting 

...-::= Arling!Q.Q sembunt3 5@g mai !.com 
® 

537 Olivia Morton ® ~ A!exaodria oasmorton@gmail.com 

538 Victor·ia Bond lliJ ~ Alexandria victoriaskbond@gmail.com 

539 
Christopher Buki 

~Alexandria cfbuki@gmail.com ® 

Jordan michael ~ 
540 

lliJ jdanielmichael@gmail.com 
Washington 
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# Name City Email address 

Carol Anderson 
~ Alexandria 541 

lliJ 
wgancsa@gmail.com 

542 Patti White® ~ Alexandr"ia patti @4whites.com 

543 Kristin Rover lliJ ~Alexandria ktrover1 @gmail.com 

544 Mona Hajjar lliJ !!II; Mclean mhp_221 01 @yahoo.com 

545 Saint Pollard@ ~ Alexandna saintpollard@yahoo.com 

546 Chris Morell lliJ ~Alexandria morellchris@hotmail.com 

Robert Steventon 
~ Alexandria steventon 1 03@yahoo.com 547 

@ 

Alexis Frey lliJ ~King 
lexif8@comcast.net 548 

George 

549 Robert Stalder @ ~Bristol rob_stalder@hotmail.com 

550 Jane Dunning @ ~Alexandria janebdunning@gmail.com 

Victoria 
~Alexandria varvariv@gmail.com 551 

Markowicz lliJ 

552 
Patrick Rodjom 

~ Alexandria prodjom@gmail.com 
@ 

553 Kelly Gyenis@ ~Alexandria gyeniskelly@gmail.com 

Michelle Shearer 
~ Alexandria mmcshearer@yahoo.com 554 

@ 

555 Jennifer Rome lliJ lll!!ti Alexandria jrome1 014@icloud.com 

Mariam Creedon 
~ Alexandria mariam.creedon@gmail.com 556 

@ 

557 
Arthur (Tres) 

~Alexandria tlorton2@gmail.com 
Lorton lllJ 

558 Darren Durkee till ~ Alexandria darren.p.durkee@gmail.com 

559 Shawn Tiller@ ~Alexandria sstiller1966@gmail.com 

Louisa Santarelli 
~Alexandria louisa@santarellico.com 560 

till 
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# Name City Email address 

Richard Borden 
561 

lliJ 
~ JerseY. CitY- crabbed_01tripod@icloud.com 

562 Scott Leaf® ~Alexandria leafdds@aol.com 

563 Tom Vecchiolla lliJ ~Alexandria tvecch iolla@comcast.net 

564 
Jennifer 

Eidemiller lliJ ~Alexandria jenneidemiller@gmail.com 

565 
Matt Eidemiller 

lliJ 
~Alexandria eidemi!m@hotmail.com 

Jack Lowther® 
~Alexandria 

lowtherjack1 @gmail.com 566 
VA 

567 Jim Arcara ® ~Alexandria james.arcara@yahoo.com 

568 
James Haybyrne 

~ Alexandria jameshaybyr·ne@me.com 
llli 

569 
Mary and David 

!l!l;: Alexandria mary.bernabucci@gmail.com 
Bernabucci lliJ 

Shalawn March 
570 

lliJ 
~ Alexandria shalawnmarch@gmail.com 

571 Neil Averitt lliJ ~ Alexand1·ia nei l.averitt@grna i l.co m 

572 Kaley Schafer lliJ ~Alexandria kaley.n.schafer@gmail.com 

573 Andy Harding® ~Burke andyh1024@gmail.com 

574 
Robert Hormyan 

~ Alexandria rhornyan@gmail.com 
lliJ 

575 Bette Gorman ® ~Alexandria bette@gormang rou p.net 

576 
Victoria Reppert 

~Alexandria vcreppert@yahoo.com 
lliJ 

577 Karin Durkee lliJ ~Alexandria karin.durkee@gmail.com 

TERESE 
578 

WINSLOW lliJ ~Alexandria terese@teresewi nslow.com 

579 Pat Smith lliJ ~Alexandria pbayly@comcast.net 

580 
Gregory Williams 

~Alexandria g regwms@earthl i nk.net 
lliJ 
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# Name City Email address 

581 Heather Curley Jill !lll!f!l'!! Alexandria cu rley3 5 @comcast.net 

Elizabeth G da 
111111!§ Alexandria bethgcruz@g rnai I. corn 582 

Cruz® 

Rachael 
~Alexandria rfeigenbaum 70@gmail.com 583 

Feigenbaum Jill 

584 Kara Arslain till ~ Alexandria karslain@gmail.com 

585 Keith Wargo 1ill ~Alexandria keith@kilogroup.com 

586 Annie Kern Jill ~Alexandria msanniereese@hotmail.com 

587 Olin Peterson till ~Alexandria op93875@gmail.com 

588 Maria Sivo illJ ~Alexandria ria016@hotmail.com 

589 Eric Wilson Jill ~Alexandria etwilson1015@yahoo.com 

590 
Kristine Slayden 

!!ll!!f0' Alexandria slayden k@g mai I. com 
Jill 

591 Ana Howard 1ill ~Alexandria cristina.howard@gmail.com 

592 Helen McNiel! till ~ Alexandria helenmcniell@gmail.com 

Jennifer Warren 
~Alexandria jennifer.wan-en@lmco.corn 593 

illJ 

594 
Abby 

~Alexandria abby.feigenbaum@gmail.com 
Feigenbaum till 

595 
John Schriempf 

~Alexandria jt.schriempf@verizon.net 
illJ 

596 Michael Keller® ~Alexandria mkeller19d@gmail.com 

597 Grant Slayden lliJ ~ Alexandria grant.slayden@gmail.com 

598 Jeff Wools Jill ~ Alexandria jawoolz@yahoo.com 

599 
Che1yl Hornyan 

!!ll!lf:j' Alexandria cheryl.hornyan@gmail.com 
Jill 

600 Adria Tayrani ® ~Alexandria avillar@hotmail.com 
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# Name City Email address 

601 
Nancy Prosser 

~Alexandria nlprosser1 @gmail.com 
® 

602 
aTom Walker 

lilliE? Alexandria tomdubya@hotmail.com 
® 

603 Julie Jolly® 
~Old Town, 

jtjolly19@gmaiLcom 
Alexandria 

604 
Halley Coyne 

!!l!i Alexandria halley.coyne@gmail.com 
® 

605 Erin Cleary® ~ Alexandria edeary@clearyoxford.com 

606 David No® ~Alexandria drnodm@gmail.com 

607 Sena Kim® ~ Alexandria wsena25@gmail.com 

608 
Petet Carven 

1llJ 
~ Alexandria amours_anomaly_01 @icloud.com 

609 Jane Collins® ~ Alexandri jahcollins@gmail.com 

610 
Nicholas Wiley 

~ Alexandria wileni01 @gmail.com 
1llJ 

Melanie Seitz 
611 

® 
~ Alexandria mseitz71 O@gmail.com 

612 Kristie Krebs ® ~ Alexandria kristiekrebs@hotmail.com 

Matthew 
613 

Aubrey® 
~Alexandria au bsavery@yahoo.com 

Brandon 
614 

Hensley® 
~ Alexandeia bhensleyrivah@gmail.com 

615 Jane Chiles® ~Niceville janechiles@msn.com 

616 John Chiles ® ~Niceville chilesJohn.md@gmail.com 

617 Katie Yared ® ~ Alexandria kyared@hotmail.com 

618 
Alexandru 

Andrei® 
~ Alexandria tony@diesel.fm 

619 
Walter Grace 

® 
~ Alexandria wgrace1 O@comcast.net 

620 
Rebecca Cady 

~ Alexandria s3dryver@aol.com 
® 
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I 
# 

I 
Name 

I 
City I Email address 

Leann 
E Alexandria leannmanthony@gmail.com 621 

Anthony® 

622 Rick LeBlanc till ~McLean frenchy1 f16@aol.com 

623 
Jan Rivenburg 

~ Alrxandria jgrivenburg@gmail.com 
till 

624 Ann Liddle® ~Alexandria annliddle123@gmail.com 
! 

625 Lori Rowen® ~Alexandria I m rowens- 7 @ya hoo.com 

Gina 
~ Alexandria ginaelise1 @gmail.com 626 

LeMasters® 

627 Kevin Coyne ® ~~!!!~;;;Alexandr-ia kcoyne1 @aol.com 

628 
Josephine 

~ Alexandria josephinewolfe@hotmail.com 
Everly® 

629 
Philip 

~~!!!~;;; Washing:!;Qn philipb@rcn.com 
Bergman® 

630 
Brody Veleber 

~ Alexandria bveleber13@gmail.com 
® 

631 
Josiah Everly 

~ Alexandria hlywoodjoe@hotmail.com 
® 

632 Jane Weber® ~ Alexandria jane@weberdesign.com 

633 
MaryAnn Way 

~ Alexandria mawa01 @corncast.net 
® 

Daren Gottlieb 
~Alexandria daren.gottlieb@gmail.com 634 

® 

Donald 
~~!!!~;;; Alexandria dbuskard@gmail.com 635 

Buskard® 

636 
Mimi Conger 

~ Alexandria mimicconger@gmail.com 
® 

637 Lisa Noble® ~Alexandria lisanoblestudio@gmail.com 

Jonathan 
I!III'Ef Alexandria jonaper@yahoo.com 638 

Perkes® 

Steven 
I!III'Ef Alexandria fahlenks@yahoo.com 639 

Fahlenkamp ® 

640 Jayla Young® 
~UP-P-er 

alpine-crave.01 @icloud.com 
!IlsHibQrQ 
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# Name City Email address 

641 
Gregory 

~ Alexandria gregoryp@gmail.com 
Powers U!J 

642 
Phyllis 

~ Alexandria kpbppj@aol.com 
Patterson U!J 

Ken Patterson 
643 tm ~ Alexandr·ia kenpatterson22@gmail.com 

644 Tim Rose U!J E Alexandria tim.rose23@gmail.com 

645 
Rosa Proctor 

tm ~ Alexandria rexdylpat@gmail.com 

646 
Margat·et 

~ Alexandria megherndon@gmail.com 
Herndon® 

Nathan Lefler 
647 

® 
~ Alexandria petitio nnet@ lefle r.me 

648 
james 

~ Alexandria jbmcwilson@aol.com 
mcwilson ® 

Kevin Woods 
649 tm ~ Alexandria kevinmwoods@gmail.corn 

650 
Audrey Mullen 

~ Alexandria audreymullen@rne.com ® 

651 Laura Denk ® ~Alexandria denktuttle@aol.com 

652 
Amanda 

Chestnut® 
~ Alexandria amanda.chestnut@yahoo.com 

653 Chris Freir·e ® ~ Alexandria chris@studentoc.com 

654 
Courtney 

~ Alexandria courtneyelwood@gmail.com 
Elwood® 

Michael 
"!""""Alexandria michaelmichelson@gmail.com 655 

Michelson® 

John Robillard 
656 

® 
~ Alexandria johnrbllrd@gmail.com 

657 
Mary Lou Egan 

~ Alexandria marylou@bendickegan.com tiD 

658 
Marc Bendick 

Jr U!J ~ Alecandria marc.bendick@gmail.com 

659 Jessica Gosh® ~Alexandria jnicolegosh@gmail.com 

660 Kyong Yi ® ~ Alex;;Jngria kyongranyi@yahoo.com 
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# 

661 

662 

663 

664 

665 

666 

667 

668 

669 

670 

671 

672 

673 

674 

675 

676 

677 

678 

679 

680 

Name 

Jeff McPeek ® 

Julie McPeek 

lliJ 

Sean Milliken 

® 

Jill Milliken till 

Susan 

PRYTHERCH till 

Royall Allen 

Whitaker illJ 

aAdi 
Serbaroli till 

a James 

Sadighian illJ 

LEONARD 

MOFFA till 

Melissa Moffa 

® 

Donald Camp 

illJ 

Lon·aine Lloyd 

illJ 

Jacob Sanders 

till 

Jay Nickel WI 

Barbara 

Sadighian WI 

Stefanie Allen 

® 

Carrie williams 

® 

Elizabeth Rose 

® 

Susan Pettey 

® 

Laura Pitts® 

City 

II!!J!I"'A!exandr·ja 

"'!"§ Alexandria 

~~!!!~"' .8,1exandria 

~~!!!~"' Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

...., Alexandria 

~Alexandr-ia 

~Ashburn 

~ Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~ 

ALEXANDRIA 

~ Alexan.d.L!.sl 

~Carmel. IN 

~ Alexandria 

""""" Alexandria 

~ Alexan.d.L!.sl 

~ Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

Email address 

jwmcpeek@gmail.com 

jjbskmcpeek@msn.com 

rnillikensean@gmail.com 

jillmilliken5@yahoo.com 

s_prytherch@hotmail.com 

royallwhitaker@gma i !.com 

acserbar@gmail.con1 

jsadighian@gmail.com 

len.rnoffa@gmail.com 

melissa.teresa.stratton@gmail.com 

d.max.camp@gmail.com 

ldlloyd11 @gmail.com 

jacobsanders40@gmail.com 

jayfr·omdc@gma il.com 

bsadighian@gmail.com 

love.stef21 @gmail.com 

carrieelisabeth3@gmail.corn 

grimes.mindful03@icloud.com 

spettey@verizon.net 

laura.pitts@bipc.com 
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# 

681 

682 

683 

684 

685 

686 

687 

688 

689 

690 

691 

692 

693 

694 

695 

696 

697 

698 

699 

700 

Name 

Karin Moller® 

Maggie Lipsky 

® 

Geoffrey 

Caldwell liD 

Richard 

Eisinger® 

Gina 

SanNicolas ® 

Robin 

Lineber·ger 1llJ 

Nancy Marzilli 

® 

Joseph 

Damour® 

Debor·ah 

Seymour !ill 

Brandon 

Woods liD 

Nora Brownell 

® 

Kelly Moore ® 

Matthew 

Carlucci !ill 

Radarnes Pena 

® 

Carla Pena

Vega® 

Sonia Castano 

till 

Kim Burstein 

liD 

Vanessa Pena 

till 

IJsaad 
Zarhloul till 

Suzanne 

Duvall® 

City Email address 

!!!!!!!'iii' Alexandria kcrno!ler@corncast.net: 

~ Alexandria rnsli psky@ya hoo.corn 

~ Alexandr·a gcaldwell405@grnail.com 

E alexandria raeisi nger@verizon.net 

~Ol~wo ginasn671 @grnail.com 

~ Als:_xandda rlineber@aol.com 

~ Alexandria nmarzilli@hotmail.corn 

~ Alexandria j oseph.damou r@gmai I. com 

~Alexandria seymour·.debbie@grnail.corn 

~ Alex,andria woods.brandon.6052@gmail.corn 

~Alexandr-ia nmeadb@yahoo.com 

~Alexandria kmoore@att.net 

~ Alexandria rnatthewcarlucci92@grnail.com 

~Alexandria rpenajordan@gmail.com 

!!!'§ Ad in g:t.Qn carla.penavega@g rnail.corn 

~ Alexandria castano_sonia@hotrnail.corn 

~ Alexandria kimbu rstei n @ya hoo.com 

~ Alexandria vvega2@ifc.or·g 

!!"""¥ Alexandr·ia saadzr-1 @g mai Lcorn 

~ Alexandria suzanne.duvall@gmail.corn 
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# Name City Email address 

701 John Elsea illr ~ Alexandria jack.elsea@gmail.com 

702 Peter Moll® ~Alexandria peter.moll75@outlook.com 

703 
Sergio 

ll!llllf"f Alexandria cuerdaviva@gmai I. com 
Castellanos ® 

Cristina 
~ Alexandria cristinamz1 O@gmail.com 704 

Zarhloul ® 

Madeline 
~Alexandria mrbmurphy11 @gmail.com 705 

Murphy® 

Lauren Adams 
~Alexandria lauren.adams406@gmail.com 706 

lliJ 

707 Brian Morris ffil ~Alexandria bk_morris@yahoo.com 

Cecilia Herola 
~Alexandria ceciliaherola@yahoo.com 708 

illr 

709 Vik Singh'@ ~Alexandria xviksinghx@gmail.com 

710 Amy Wolfe® ll!llllf"f Alexandria amychristinewolfe@gmail.com 

711 
Ginny Horgan 

~Alexandria virginiahorgan@gmail.com 
lliJ 

cathleen curtin !!!i 
c.curtin 1 @comcast.net 712 

lliJ ALEXANDRIA 

Gretchen Moss 
~Alexandria gretchenrmoss@gmail.com 713 

lliJ 

714 Kevin Adams ® ~Alexandria kevin.m.adams@gmail.com 

Alexandra Sible 
~AI~xandria asibfe@hotmail.com 715 

lliJ 

Robert 
~ Alexandria robertcvejanovich @yahoo.com 716 

Cvejanovich lliJ 

717 Robert Rowe ® ll!llllf"f Alexandria roweflight@outlook.com 

718 
Philip Horowitz 

ll!llllf"f Alexandria philhorowitz@gmail.com 
® 

719 Shea Leppo® !J!!!!§;l Alexandria shlleppo@gmail.com 

Clarence Burke 
~Alexandria gov.burke@gmail.com 720 

lliJ 
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# Name City Email address 

721 Nick Tose WJ ~Alexandria njt703@gmail.com 

722 Aviva Klein ® ~Alexandria avivaklei n 1 @ya hoo.com 

Robert 
723 

Hamilton® 
~Alexandria bnhamilton1 @gmail.com 

724 Ivy Whitlatch till ~. Alexandria ivyeliz@comcast.net 

725 Amy Smith WI !!l!!!!!±fu Alexandria amybsm ith @comcast.net 

726 
Andrew 

Macdonald® 
~ Alexandria ahmacdonald@mac.com 

727 Marti Kubik WI !!l!!!!!±fu Alexandria martikubik1 @gmail.com 

728 Barry Kessel WI ~·Alexandria barrylk@me.com 

729 John Camp WI ~ Alexandria johnmcamp3@gmail.com 

730 
Thomas 

Hummel WI II!El' Alexandria thomascharleshummel@gmail.com 

731 
Michael 

Treptow® 
~Alexandria treptow.michaels@gmail.com 

732 
Robert Almassy 

~Alexandria ral massy@aol.com 
illJ 

733 Alison Baires WI ~alexandria alisonrb-7@hotmail.com 

734 
Martha Wilhelm 

illJ 
~Alexandria mkwilhelm@comcast.net 

735 Linda Llerena WI ~Alexandria sunforce1 @aol.com 

Lawrence 
736 

Landgraff till ~Alexandria rwav620@gmail.com 

737 
Megan 

~Alexandria mpnest@comcast.net 
Cunningham illJ 

738 
Rebecca Chang 

II!El' Alexandria rebeccakchang@gmail.com 
illJ 

Francine St 
E Alexandria saintp27@yahoo.com 739 

Pierre illJ 

740 
Joan Shannon 

illJ 
~ Alexandria joanshannon@me.corn 
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# Name City Email address 

741 Anne Shively 1ill ~ Alexandria anneshively@verizon.net 

Elizabeth 
II!£: Alexandria gregorlib@aol.com 742 

Diercks IllJ 

Diane Nathan ~ 
743 

1ill .s.iwpsooville 
d natha o24@gmai I. com 

Karen Erickson 
!!!!!!:;:: Hawor·th drkarenerickson@ msn.com 744 

1ill 

745 
Dsuzanne 1•1 

a lohasuzanne@gmai I. com 
Takemura trrJ Mississauga 

Kara Ackerman ~East 
getkarasue@gmail.com 746 

1ill HamP-ton 

Peter Soriento ~East 
747 tm .l:::!sunpto n 

psoriento@grnail.corn 

748 Dan Kretzer till ~SP-ringfield daookretzer@ya hoo.com 

Rachel Rowland 
~Alexandria rachel ponce@ya hoo.com 749 tm 

James Edwards 
~Alexandria brad@jenkinshillconsulting.com 750 tm 

751 Michael Sauls ® ~Fort My:ers rnsauls@dudinskyassociates.com 

David Norcross 
""'!'ii! Alexandria david@davidanorcross.com 752 

till 

753 
Timothy 

~Alexandria ti mothydoescher@g mail.corn 
Doescher till 

754 Diana Greve ® ~Alexandr-ia kuoarchdesign@outlook.com 

755 
paul MARSHALL 

~alexandria pmarshall@hudson.org 
till 

756 Colleen Boyle 1ill ~Alexandria cbn2323@gmail.com 

John DePodesta 
~Alexandria jdepodesta @g rna il.com 757 

® 

758 Doug Birkey® ~Alexandria douglasabirkey@gmail.com 

759 
Christopher 

!!!!~!!;;'Alexandria ctbedford @g mail.com 
Bedford till 

Diane 
~Alexandria dididepodesta@gmail.com 760 

DePodesta ® 
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# 

761 

762 

763 

764 

765 

766 

767 

768 

769 

770 

771 

772 

773 

774 

775 

776 

777 

778 

779 

780 

Name 

GARRETT 

SNEDEKER till 

Chris King UiJ 

Christian Smith 

UiJ 

Marianna Gray 

UiJ 

Craig Stevens UiJ 

Janine 

McCombe UiJ 

Bill Rossello ® 

Mitchell Muncy 

UiJ 

Richard Cupitt 

lill 

Donnan 

Wintermute illJ 

Juan Maida till 

Kristin Frykman 

illi 

Karen Buck till 

Nicholas 

Kunesh® 

Jane Downing 

Knops ® 

Kristin Teeters 

till 

Mary Ann 

Thompson® 

Matthee Levine 

® 

Susan Pierce® 

D Clute® 

City 

~Arlington 

~Gainesville 

~ Alexan.d.d.sa 

~Alexandria 

- Alexandria 

~ Al§.xandria 

~Alexandria 

~Fairfax 

~Alexandria 

!!!!!!5P Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

~Easton 

-~ 
Gaithersburg 

~ Alexandria 

~ Gainesville 

Email address 

garrett@jameswilsoninstitute.org 

ct.king20@gmail.com 

m795he@gmail.com 

fasolka 19 56@g mail.com 

craig@craigstevens.or·g 

janine316@comcast.net 

bill.rossello@gn•ail.com 

mitch.muncy@gmail.com 

richard.cupitt@gmai l.com 

donnanwi ntermute@aol.com 

noah.clarks13@gmail.com 

kfrykman@gmail.com 

kabuck@erols.com 

nkunesh@yahoo.com 

knopsjane@gmail.com 

kteeters@comcast.net 

hbt@ uti nc.net 

matt@nfesh.org 

susancp7@gmail.com 

clutedl@gmail.com 
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# Name City Email address 

781 
Kyle Debenham 

II!!II!F' Arlington kwdebenham@gmail.com 
!ill 

7B2 Heide Kaser® !!!!!!!§Gainesville heidekaser@gmail.com 

783 Jan Bryan® ~ Gainesville janbryan508 @g mai I. com 

Fred Mitter ® 
~Falls 

784 
.C.hurch 

fred m itter@comcast.net 

Sarah Saunders 
!!JJ!G Alexandria slsaunder59@gmail.com 785 

!ill 

Patricia ~FALLS 
786 

McGinley® .C.HURCH 
socten 1630@g mai I. com 

787 Clay Parker ® !111111!±' Alexandria alamo58@verizon.net 

788 Brett Korn ® !!JJ!G Alexandria bkorn535@gmail.com 

789 Kelly Nilan ® !!!!!!!=Alexandria knilan 18@gmail.com 

790 Tyler Harding® !!!!!!!=Alexandria tylerharding@gmail.com 

Katherine 

791 Jacobs Button !!J!lll!j; Alex,angr·i,a jacobskatherine10@gmail.com 

!ill 

792 
Catherine Byrne 

!!!!!!!=Alexandria catherineb711 @gmail.com 
!ill 

Judi Anderson 
!!!!!!!=Alexandria pandj 1985@gmail.com 793 

® 

Marianne hoski 
!!!!!!!=Alexandria meh0625@gmail.com 794 

® 

795 Robert Gold ® II!!II!F' Alexandr·ia doodad2@verizon.net 

796 Jeff Lipsky® ~ Alexandr-ia jefflipsky@comcast.net 

797 
Kristen Goodby 

~Alexandria kristen.goodby@gmail.com 
!ill 

798 
Terry Lineberger 

~Alexandria ter-rymline@aol.com 
® 

Lauren Garrett 
~Alexandria lauren.e.garrett21 @gmail.com 799 

® 

Patrick Shannon 
[!!IJ;f Alexandria patshannon525@gmail.com 800 

® 
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# Name City Email address 

Cassandra ~ 
kl peanut89@aol.com 801 

Reilly llli Alexandria 

802 
Dcristina ~ 

cristinasantana98@gmail.com 
Santana llli Alexandria 

803 Sean Hanel llli ~ 
hanels@gmail.com 

Alexandria 

804 David Mead till ~Reston dbmead@yahoo.com 

Michael ~ 

805 
~ 

m bandarra3@yahoo.com 
Bandana llli Alwxandria 

Martha 
806 

Herrmann WI !!!!§ Arlington marthah1129@verizon.net 

807 
a Kathrine ~ 

khalo1120@yahoo.com 
Rebecca WI Alexandria 

Barbara ~ 
808 

MCQuiston WI bmcqhugo@gmail.com 
Alexandria 

809 Dave Miller WI ~ 
whoarethemillers@gmail.com 

Alexandria 

-= 
810 Kelly Miller® 

~ 

kellyk8985@gmail.com 
Alexandria 

811 
Ari Karadaghi ~ 

a karadag hi@yahoo.com 
till Alexandria 

Elizabeth ~ 
betmow@hotmail.com 812 

Erickson tiD Alexandria 

Isabella ~ 
armstrong.isabella@yahoo.com 813 

Armstrong llli Washington 

-= 
814 Lynn Cook llli ~ 

lmkuby@hotmail.com 
Alexandria 
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# Name City Email address 

Rachel 
815 

Birkholz tllJ !!!!~"'Washington DC rachel.d.birkholz@gmail.com 

816 
Lynn 

~ Alexandria lmbrautigan 1 @yahoo.com 
Brautigan tllJ 

Michael Stain 
~Alexandria strainmr@hotmail.com 817 

tllJ 

818 
Carolyne 

~Alexandria carolyne.strain@gmail.com 
Strain tllJ 

Kevin Halista 
~Virginia Beach kevinhali@aol.com 819 

@] 

820 Ed Ault tllJ .-;l" Alexandria ededed03@gmail.com 

Christine 
~Alexandria cheiby@cox.net 821 

Heivy@] 

822 Tim Chase tllJ ~ Alexandria tdchase44@gmail.com 

823 MG@J ~ Alexandria mayeidi@gmail.com 

Rebecca Reed 
!ll!1f Alexandria rareed618@gmail.com 824 

@] 

825 Pam Chase illJ ~ Alexandria ptkmchase@verizon.net 

826 
Stephen 

~ Alexandria stephen.lubnow@gmail.com 
Lubnow tllJ 

827 
Kevin Dupuks 

~Alexandria dupuiskj@yahoo.com 
illJ 

Gilbert Reed 
!!!!i1i Alexandria orangedad44@gmail.com 828 

illJ 

Nicole Seifert 
llllll:j Alexandria nicolemodica@gmail.com 829 

illJ 

830 Karen Reed illJ l!!(l' ALEXANDRIA kar793@gmail.com 44 



# 

831 

832 

833 

834 

835 

836 

837 

838 

839 

840 

841 

842 

843 

844 

845 

846 

847 

848 

849 

850 

851 

852 

853 

Name 

C K 'lllJ 

Diana Garcia 

till 

Benham 

Malcom !ill' 

Peggy Rhoads 

UiJ 

Elaine Soltani 

!ill' 

Michael 

Govvesky !ill' 

Mary Ann 

Stanley® 

Marie Kelly !ill' 

Jeanmar·ie M 

Tulipane UiJ 

Thomas 

Garrett till 

Hilda Gar-rett 

!ill' 

Edward 

lngr·aham till 

VVilliam 

Hamm® 

Jody 

Petti bone !.ill 

Kenneth 

Hoggard liD 

Elizabeth 

Owen liD 

Margaret 

Myer-s liD 

Marque 

Teegardin UiJ 

Kathleen 

Hamm® 

Kelsi 

Gallaugher liD 

JAMES JUNG 

!ill' 

Christopher 

Dryden !ill' 

Todd Catlin ® 

City 

~Alexandria 

- Alexandria 

!~!"!""' Fair·fax 

~ Alexandria 

-=o: A!exand.-ia 

- Alexandria 

-Alexandria 

~ Alexandria 

- Alexandria 

~Alexandria 

- Alexandria 

!!!!!\!$ Alexapckja 

~Alexandr-ia 

-Alexandria 

-Alexandria 

- Pr·qpertY
Oyvnet·/taxp,ay...e.r: 

~ Alexandr~ia 

- Rosvvell 

- Alexandr·ia 

-The Plains 

!'!"!!"l' Falls Chur·ch 

~ A!exandr·ia 

~ Alexandria 

Email address 

ckonteatis@gt-naiLcom 

digarcia7@gmail.com 

benham8@comcast.net 

mrhoads22936@gmail.com 

elaine.soltani@outlook.com 

rngovvesky@hotrnail.com 

rnastanley0220@gmail.com 

mkelly2251 @gmail.com 

jtulipane@gmail.com 

twga rrett@gmai l.com 

hcgarrett@comcast.net 

ingraham@msu.edu 

vvmghamrn@aol.com 

jlp5233@yahoo.com 

kenhoggard@aol.corn 

eovven@finelandscapes.com 

rnargar·et.myers@usa.net 

rnarque.teegardin@cellebrite.corn 

kkharntn@aol.corn 

kpechuman@gmail.corn 

jirnmy.jung@slandala.com 

cddryden@hotmail.com 

tbcatlin@gmail.corn 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.aov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Athene Laws <athene.laws@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, January 23, 2024 10:39 AM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 

Subject: [EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 11 (301 N. Fairfax redevelopment) 

I You don't often get email from athene.laws@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

Dear Alexandria Council, 

I wish to register my support for the 301 N. Fairfax redevelopment. Alexandria needs many more high quality homes for 
its current and future residents, and this repurposing of prime land will contribute to addressing that need. Affordable 
and accessible housing is a fundamental right for all, and allows communities to flourish. 

Best, 
Athene Laws 

-------·------ ..,.__, ____________ 'm''""'""~---~- """'"'""",..--"''''''"""'"""--'m'*,. ---------·-.. ··-·-·~ 
DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 

DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.iov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Kaitlyn Golden <kaitlyngolden1 @gmail.com> 
Monday, January 22, 2024 3:36 PM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 11 (301 N. Fairfax redevelopment) 

!" I You don't often get email from kaitlyngoldenl@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

Hello! I support the project to replace the office building at 301 N. Fairfax with 48 mixed-income condos to help alleviate 
the housing crisis in Alexandria. I believe these homes should be available to people of varying income levels. 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.~ov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Mara Sherman <mara.ann.sherman@gmail.com> 
Saturday, January 20, 2024 11:15 AM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 11 (301 N. Fairfax redevelopment) 

I You don't often get email from mara.ann.sherman@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

Dear City Council Members, 

My name is Mara Sherman and I have lived in Alexandria for nine years, 8 of them in the Del Ray 
neighborhood. I am a working artist, and I have a day job in education. 

The DMV region is growing. People need places to live. Part of the reason housing in this area is 
so expensive is because there is not enough of it. I want to live in Alexandria for the long term: I 
like the people, I like being able to walk to the metro, and yes, I like the historic charm of the 
neighborhoods. But the rent here is rising and I am being priced out of this community. As an 
artist, I will never be able to afford a pretty town house on King street. But I can see myself 
affording a condo a few blocks away. More housing is a good thing and will allow people like me 
to stay in our new homes as rent continues to rise around us. 

Alexandria is beautiful and historic, yes. But what makes this town special is the people who live 
here, the people who make the beauty and remember the history. That specialness cannot be 
taken away by turning old office space into housing that lets more people live here. 

City council members, I urge you to allow these condominiums to be built, and to encourage 
increased density and more housing in Alexandria. Thank you for considering my opinion. 

Best Wishes, 

Mara Sherman 
·-----------····--~~-"""' ~·---~· 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.2ov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Alex Goyette <alexmgoyette@gmail.com> 
Saturday, January 20, 2024 12:30 AM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Comment in Support of Docket Item 11 at 1/20 Council Hearing: 301 N 
Fairfax St 
Washington Ex Rei Seattle Title Trust Company, Trustee, Etc. v. Roberge, Superintendent 
of Building of Seattle.pdf 

I You don't often get email from alexmgoyette@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

Mayor Wilson, Vice Mayor Jackson, & Members of Council: 

I'm writing to express my strong support for the project at 301 N Fairfax Street. This proposal would convert an 
underused 1970s office building into desperately needed homes in one of Alexandria's most desirable neighborhoods. 

The 48 homes created mean opportunities for 48 Alexandrians to own a home in the city we all love. I have many local 
friends who've spent months or even years home hunting in the city, only to be the losers of multiway bidding wars on 
every property they make an offer on. With every failed effort, they consider moving out of the city- some already 
have. What's even better, is the project includes 2 dedicated affordable homes. 

The 48 homes created also mean 48 households living in Alexandria's most walkable neighborhood, having the option to 
live their lives car free or car lite and take DASH and Metro to work instead of moving to Fairfax County and driving 
through our roads on the way to work in DC. They mean 48 households of customers for Old Town businesses, of 
taxpayers to fund our services, and of neighbors & friends to contribute to our community. 

This project should be a slam dunk, but it's gone through a ringer of reviews and delays. Every one of these delays adds 
cost to the project, from staff to adjust plans to the expensive land use attorneys who shepard projects through the city 
bureaucracy. Developers aren't saints; they don't just eat these additional costs. Those costs will be passed on to the 
residents who call these condos home if they're approved, adding more cost of living in what's already an expensive 
city. 

I urge you to not only approve this project, which will contribute to our much-needed stock of both market rate and 
affordable homes, but to examine the slow and iterative approval process that has caused so much delay and will 
inevitably add cost to the end user: Alexandrians. 

I hope you will in particular consider revising the specific legal procedure that delayed this project's hearing from 
December to January- the provision that allows owners of 30% of the land within 300 feet of a project to protest that 
project and force a supermajority of 6 votes to win approval. This provision is horribly anti-democratic, explicitly 
privileging the rights of landowners over other residents and giving those landowners more or less importance according 
to how much property they own. 

Similar provisions have previously been struck down as violating the due process clause of the 14th amendment (see 
attached ruling in Washington Ex Ref Seattle Title Trust Company, Trustee, Etc. v. Roberge, Superintendent of Building of 
Seattle). 

They've also more recently been abused by developers to ensure that businesses on land they own don't face new 
competition (See "Here's How a Plan for a Fine Dining Restaurant in Old Town Scottsdale Got Controversial" in AZ, 
published just 2 days ago on 1/18/24, avialable 
at https://www.azcentral.com/storv/news/local/scottsdale/2024/01/18/scottsdale-snubs-upscale-old-town-restaurant-

1 



why/72166373007 /). 

I was shocked to discover this provision still exists in our City's code, and urge Council to reform it to at least give equal 
weight to all residents rather than preferencing large landowners, or preferably to strike it from the code entirely. That 
reform won't impact the project at 301 N Fairfax, but should be considered alongside recent reforms to the panhandling 
ordinance intended to remove unconstitutional restrictions as well as the City's admirable movement toward ensuring 
equal representation in our civic life regardless of whether a resident owns property here. 

Thank you, 
Alex Goyette 

Alex Goyette 
AlexMGoyette@gmail.com 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.~ov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Emma Buchsbaum <em.1015@gmail.com> 
Friday, January 19, 2024 8:12 PM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 11 (301 N. Fairfax redevelopment) 

I You don't often get email from em.1015@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

To the City Council: 

I am a resident of Old Town, Alexandria, and I am writing in support of Docket Item 11, the proposed redevelopment at 
301 N. Fairfax. 

It's a simple fact that when you have a thriving city, in a great location, with a sense of community, good schools, green 
spaces, and other amenities, more people will want to live there! Growth is inevitable, and it proves you're doing 
something right. But that growth has to be accommodated, and that means more housing. 

The proposed redevelopment under consideration would provide more housing, and without being disruptive to the 
character of Old Town-- we're not talking about a skyscraper, or a brutalist concrete cube, or a stadium. This would be a 
very reasonable sized apartment building --the kind that will be needed for Alexandria to remain the growing, vibrant 
city that it is. 

Failing to support these kinds of projects means failing to provide space for the next generation of young people and 
families trying to make a life for themselves here. 

I hope you will vote in support of Docket Item 11. 

Thank you, 

Emma L. Buchsbaum 
Resident of S. St Asaph St, Old Town, Alexandria 

'"""'""'""""''"~"""'"""""'~---,.-' 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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Counci1Comment@alexandriava.2ov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sharon Widmayer <sharon@mwahahahaha.com> 
Friday, January 19, 2024 8:08 PM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 11 (301 N. Fairfax redevelopment) 

[You don't often get email from sharon@mwahahahaha.com. Learn why this is important at 
https:/ /aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderldentification] 

Dear City Council Members, 

Many of you know I am passionate about increasing the supply of apartments in Alexandria in the hope that Ewan and 
his former ACPS classmates can afford to return to the city where they grew up and build lives here. 

In that spirit, I ask for you to vote for this conversion of an office building to an apartment building. We all know that we 
have a surplus of office space post-COVID, and replacing a pretty boring 1970s building with a one story larger residential 
one seems like a win for the city. 

Thanks for reading, 

Sharon Widmayer 

Sent from my iPhone 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexand riava.:zov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Joan C <joancummins@gmail.com> 
Friday, January 19, 2024 7:55 PM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 11 (301 N. Fairfax redevelopment) 

I You don't often get email from joancummins@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

Hi there-

I'm writing to express my support for the affordable housing project at 301 North Fairfax. Our city has been experiencing 
a housing crisis for some time and the only way forward is to make sure that there is a variety of housing available, 
across neighborhoods. Many of the city's own employees cannot afford to live in Alexandria, which feels like an 
injustice. I myself cannot afford to live in Alexandria without the substantial assistance I receive from family members 
who have lived here for decades. 

While I appreciate that we want to carefully consider the benefits and risks to the city, the response to a crisis cannot be 
stasis. Our community must grow and change as the world grows and changes around us. Alexandria has been a 
desirable place to live for regular people in this area since the 1600s and I'd like to keep it that way. 

Thank you for your consideration, 
Joan 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.aov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Barry Kessel <barrylk@mac.com> 
Sunday, December 17, 2023 11:06 AM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
scorzine54@gmail.com 
[EXTERNAL]301 N Fairfax 

I You don't often get email from barrylk@mac.com. Learn why this is important . 

My wife and I have lived in the heart of Old Town for 18 years, having moved here from 
Connecticut. We are continuously charmed by the architecture and the visual character of our 
neighborhood. 

I am a Creative Director, I worked on Madison Avenue for 20 years. Admittedly, I bring a 
professional visual sense to my surroundings. The human eye - the brain actually - is 
attracted to balance and harmony. But it doesn't want everything to be the identical. What is 
most pleasing is variations on a theme, which is what makes Old Town so precious. The 
houses may span 200 years of architecture, but for the most part, they comprise a whole. 

The planned new building at 301 N Fairfax is incongruous with the neighborhood. 
Aesthetically, on its own merit, it is not displeasing and would fit in well in a new 
development, Potomac Yards for example. But it does not fit, in any sense, Old Town. 

The city - not the government and developers - deserve (and should demand) - that the gift 
of Old Town not be chipped away one building at a time. This building is wrong on many 
levels, which all have been raised elsewhere. I appeal to everyone's sense of aesthetics, that 
little control panel that lives in each of our heads that says subconsciously: "this is beautiful, 
this brings me pleasure, this belongs". The planned development says, overtly: "this does not 
belong here." 

Let's add to Old Town's charm and appeal instead of creating incongruity and putting up yet 
another monument to the needs of developers to enhance their pocketbooks. To say nothing 
of a city government that seeks ever more development and density to fill the coffers with tax 
revenue. 

I thought, perhaps mistakenly, we were better than this. 

Barry Kessel 
barrylk@me.com 

1 



202 300 6340 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.iov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nathan < nfortner@gmail.com> 
Saturday, December 16, 2023 7:18 PM 
Cou nci IComment@a lexand riava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 18 - Condos at 301 N Fairfax 

I You don't often get email from nfortner@gmail.com. learn why this is important 

Good evening, 

Please vote to allow more housing in north Old Town! The land currently in question is under used and the current 
buildings are obsolete eyesores. It's better to have more housing creating a more vibrant neighborhood and easing the 
city's housing crisis. 

Thank you! 
Nathan Fortner 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.,aov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Benjamin Weeks <krases90@gmail.com> 
Saturday, December 16, 2023 10:49 AM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]! Support Docket Item 18: Condos at 301 N Fairfax 

I You don't often get email from krases90@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

Hello! I am a resident of Old Town Alexandria and I support the condos at 301N Fairfax. We need more housing locally, 
regionally and nationally. That work starts on the local level. 

Please allow this project to move forward. 

Thank you, 
Ben Weeks 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.aov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Beth Richardson < bethrichardson1952@gmail.com > 
Friday, December 15, 2023 11:23 PM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 18 - Condos at 301 N Fairfax 

I You don't often get emailfrom bethrichardson1952@gmail.com~ learn why this is important 

I am writing to support the proposed condos at 301 N. Fairfax Street. More housing and home ownership opportunities 
are a benefit to the city. Old Town should be a dynamic location, not a place preserved in amber. 

Thank you, 

Beth Richardson 
327 N Pickett Street 

----------·---·----------'"' 
DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 

DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexand riava.aov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tom VanAntwerp <tom@tomvanantwerp.com> 
Friday, December 15, 2023 4:34 PM 
Cou nci IComment@a lexand riava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support for docket item 18, 301 N Fairfax condo development 

I You don't often get email from tom@tomvanantwerp.com. Learn why this is important 

Members of the council, 

I'm writing to support the redevelopment of 301 N Fairfax into the proposed condo building. 

The proposed design is not outrageously out of character. It's perfectly acceptable. The building it is replacing is a 1970s 
brick office building with no particular character worth preserving. The space will be better used for new housing. 

I hope that you will agree to support docket item 18 and approve the redevelopment plans for 301 N Fairfax. 

Thank you, 
Tom VanAntwerp 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.aov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Alek Becker <alek.becker91 @gmail.com> 
Friday, December 15, 2023 1:42 PM 
Cou nci !Comment@ a lexa nd riava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 18 - Condos at 301 N Fairfax 

Follow up 
Flagged 

[You don't often get email from alek.becker91@gmail.com. Learn why this is important at 
https:/ /aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderldentification ] 

Hello, 

The opportunity for this property is too good to pass up. As you may know, the current use is underutilized or empty 
office space and the building is very old and in poor condition. This chance to update and fix the property and to add 
housing is exactly what we need. 

This is one of the most walkable and highly desired neighborhoods in our city. We will add much needed housing stock to 
a desirable area and the people that live here will have many chances to walk most places because of the neighborhood 
amenities offered, Metro, bus, and trolley all near by. 

I understand some say this would not fit in the area but this area already has buildings of similar height and housing is on 
this very block. This would fit in perfectly and I hope that council will support it so it can move forward. We need new 
housing! 

Thank you, 

Alek Becker 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.iov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

David Bier <bierdj1 @gmail.com> 
Friday, December 15, 2023 12:46 PM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 18 - Condos at 301 N Fairfax 

Follow up 
Flagged 

I You don't often get emailfrom bierdjl@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

As a long time, Alexandria Old Town resident I strongly support the building of more homes in Old Town. I specifically 
support this project because it will lower rents in the area, create more opportunities for economic growth in 
Alexandria, and create new buildings in Old Town that meet the current building code. 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.aov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status.: 

david anspach <davidOanspach@gmail.com> 
Friday, December 15, 2023 12:43 PM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 18 - Condos at 301 N Fairfax 

Follow up 
Flagged 

I You don't often get email from davidOanspach@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

I support housing increase in Alexandria including condos at 301 N. Fairfax st. 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexand riava.,2ov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Luca Gattoni-Celli <potentiaeromanorum@gmail.com> 
Friday, December 15, 2023 12:32 PM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support+Docket+ltem+18+-+Condos+at+301 +N+Fairfax 

Follow up 
Flagged 

I You d<;m't often get email from potentiaeromanorum@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

Dear Mayor, Vice Mayor, and council members, 

I am emerging from the newborn fog to urge you to support the condo proposal on 301 North Fairfax. 

A vacant outdated office building is an untenable use for some of our city's prime land. The project includes subsidized 
affordable housing as well, which is another great reason to support it. 

A few condos in Old Town should not be controversial. This is a totally reasonable, frankly unremarkable development 
and you should approve it unanimously. Otherwise I have to wonder how seriously we are taking the housing crisis. 

Thank you and best regards, 

Luca Gattoni-Celli 
Founder 
YIMBYs of Northern Virginia 
yimbysofnova.org 
843-793-7106 (Mobile/Signa 1/WhatsApp) 
Follow my blog Cornerstone: lucagattonicelli.substack.com 
Sent from mobile device. Please pardon typos and brevity. 

"~_, _____________ , 
DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 

DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.,2ov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Alex Goyette <alexmgoyette@gmail.com> 
Friday, December 15, 2023 12:00 PM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 18 - Condos at 301 N Fairfax 

Follow up 
Flagged 

I You don't often get email from alexmgoyette@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

Mayor Wilson, Vice Mayor Jackson, and Members of Council, 

I'm writing in support of the project at 301 N Fairfax Street. If approved, the projects will replace a defunct 1970s office 
building with 48 homes, including 2 affordable homes, at the heart of Alexandria's most desirable neighborhood. 
Approving more homes in walkable and transit-rich neighborhoods is one of the most important climate actions you can 
take as local government officials. 

The process that brought this project to you today shines a light on part of why homes in Alexandria are so expensive in 
the first place: a long and uncertain approvals process. The builders have had to go through multiple rounds of 
consideration at the BAR before finally advancing to Planning Commission where, despite no Commissioner objecting to 
any aspect of the project itself, it passed by a single vote. The 3 commissioners who voted against approval believed 
"spot rezoning" without a more detailed planning process is bad governance. The relevant Small Area Plan has not been 
updated since June of 1992- when I was 9 months old. 

Meanwhile, the builders have had to employ expensive land use attorneys for this entire time and take on financing at 
rates that reflect the uncertainty built into a long and discretionary approval process. Developers aren't saints, and they 
don't just eat these costs. Instead the costs are passed on to the eventual residents in the form of much higher home 
prices. 

I'd ask you to consider whether subjecting projects to so many hurdles, increasing costs with every hearing and every 
delay, is good governance. Especially for projects like this, which simply adds some condos to our most urban and 
walkable neighborhood. 

As the City moves forward with plans in Alexandria West and the Duke St Corridor, and with the Housing Master Plan, I 
hope Council and staff will remember projects like this and the cost incurred by all Alexandrians when our Small Area 
Plans are not updated for decades at a time, but are also written without enough flexibility to smoothly accommodate 
the growth and change that every city experiences. 

Thank you, 
Alex 

Alex Goyette 
AlexMGoyette@gmail.com 
S Jordan St 

···-------~-.~--~ 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.aov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Sergey Kvasnyuk <kvasnyuks@gmail.com> 
Friday, December 15, 2023 12:00 PM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 18 - Condos at 301 N Fairfax 

Follow up 
Flagged 

I You don't often get email from kvasnyuks@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

Hi, 

I am an Alexandria resident and would like to express my support for the project to replace 301 N Fairfax St. with 
condos. Housing of all types will remain much needed in Alexandria. 

Sincerely, 
Sergey Kvasnyuk 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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CounciiComment@alexandriava.,2ov 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

ngueterm@gmail.com 
Friday, December 15, 2023 11:43 AM 
CounciiComment@alexandriava.gov 
[EXTERNAL]Support Docket Item 18 - Condos at 301 N Fairfax 

Follow up 
Flagged 

[You don't often get email from ngueterm@gmail.com. Learn why this is important at 
https:/ /aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderldentification ] 

Good morning ! 
Alexandria architect, resident, and aesthete here expressing my concern that desperately needed housing and 
neighborhood revitalization might be sacrificed in the name of an underutilized and surplus office building at 301 north 
Fairfax all in the name of metathesiophobia. 

Thank you, 
Nicholas Gueterman 

DISCLAIMER: This message was sent from outside the City of Alexandria email system. 
DO NOT CLICK any links or download attachments unless the contents are from a trusted source. 
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To: Mayor Wilson, Vice-Mayor Jackson, and City Council Members 
From: Ellen Mosher 
Date: December 14, 2023 
Re: Docket #6- MPA#2023-00002; REZ#2023-00003; DSUP#2023-10009- 301 North Fairfax Street 

Please deny this application to build a high-density residential building in a medium density residential 
neighborhood in the Old and Historic District and Waterfront Small Area Plan. 

301 N. Fairfax Street is in the Waterfront Small Area Plan Chapter 
301 N. Fairfax Street~ in the Waterfront Small Area Plan per Ordinance No. 4749 dated February 25, 
2012, that created the Waterfront Small Area Plan Chapter of the Master Plan, however, staff is not 
following the Plan for this project. (See attachment A). Per page 14 of the staff report "the site is located 
within the boundaries of the Old Town Small Area Plan and Waterfront Plan, though it is not identified as 
a development site in either document." And per page 68 of the staff report is Commissioner Brown's 
December 4th or 51h memo to staff, he noted "the absence of the block as a "development site" in the 
Waterfront Plan is not because it did not merit attention; it is because that Plan necessarily focused on the 
key properties on the Waterfront that were viewed as redevelopment candidates." (See attachment B). 

Lot 27 Waterfront History Needs to be Reviewed 
Why is this important? When George Washington surveyed Alexandria in 1749 there were 60 acres, and 
84 lots. Today we are talking about one of those lots, lot 27, also known as 301 N. Fairfax Street. In 1749, 
the block with Lot 27 was a waterfront block. (See attachment C). Per the Waterfront Small Area Plan, 
"like the rest of the original cove, by the 1790's it was filled in from what is now Lee Street with usable 
property and wharves". (Appendix 6, p. 48} 

By May 1865, Lot 27 had an alley on the south side of the lot from Fairfax Street to the wharves. (See 
attachment D). This map, found at the Queen Street Library, is from the War Department, Office of the 
Quartermaster General and it illustrates the existence of an alley to the wharves almost 160 years ago. 
The incredible biography of Quartermaster General Montgomery C. Meigs is on the city's website and 
attached here (See attachment E). 

By 1970 and still today, lot 27 has an alley view on the north side of the lot that divides the block in half, 
east-west, and continues to the next block with Quay Street's view to the river, as seen on a current map. 
(See attachment F). Per Merriam-Webster, a Quay is a wharf or pier. 

Historic Alleys Need to be Preserved Per the Waterfront Small Area Plan 
These historic alleys need to be preserved per the Waterfront Small Area Plan however, the applicant is 
not preserving these alleys. In one area of the Plan, the Corridors and Arteries section states the: 

4t Definition of Waterfront Area to be Incorporated into Planning: Because ofthe infill that 
occurred on the waterfront since Alexandria was founded, Lee and Fairfax Streets also can be 
considered as part of the waterfront and should be treated as such in any planning. 

4t Preservation and Use of Historic Alleys: The alleys are of interest and historic significance as 
well. We have lost many of the alleys that served as arteries to the river. Identifying, designing, 
and using the existing alleys would make the waterfront more accessible and evoke the historic 
context. (Appendix 6, p. 75} 

Page 1 of 2 



CRMU-H Zoning Code for Projects Located in Proximity to Metro Stations 
The proposed rezoning to CRMU-H for 2.5 FAR is a zoning code for projects located in proximity to metro 
stations however this site is not located in proximity to a metro station. Using this zoning code on this site 
is inconsistent with the intent of the Waterfront Small Area Plan and the Old Town Small Area Plan, and 
therefore should not be used. 

At the Planning Commission Hearing staff stated 5 residential only developments had been approved 

recently using the CRMU zoning, however these zoning codes needed further clarification. None of the 5 
CRMU projects were in the Waterfront or the Old Town Small Area Plans. (See attachment G). 

• 1 CRMU-H project was in the Braddock Road Metro Small Area Plan. 

• 1 CRMU-H project was in the Alexandria West Small Area Plan. 
• 3 CRMU-X projects were in the Old Town North Small Area Plan. 

Rezoning Site Does Not Improve This Project- New Housing and 2 Affordable Units Achieved Without It 
Currently, the property is zoned CD with 1.25 FAR, and increased density up to 30% or up to 1.63 FAR is 
available using section 7-700 for bonus density as Commissioner Brown outlined in his December 2023, 
letter to staff on page 66 of the staff report (See attachment B). He stated "with or without rezoning, the 
number of affordable units would be 2, but without the rezoning, the project size is reduced from 62,877 
sq. ft. to 40,870 sq. ft., i.e., the same number of affordable units but with a 35% reduction in net floor 
area. How does rezoning improve this project?" 

Since rezoning does not improve this project, it should not be rezoned. 

For the above reasons, please do not approve the request before you. Thank you. 

Page 2 of 2 



Attachment F 

Waterfront Small Area Plan Map with 301 N. Fairfax Street existing alley view to the river. 

Lot 27, 
301 N. Fairfax 
Street- please 
note the 
existing alley 
view highlighted 
with the red line 
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12/13/23, 9:06 PM Montgomery C. Meigs - Master of Efficiency 1 City of Alexandria, VA 

1892 declared, "The Army has rarely possessed an officer ... who was entrusted by the government 
with a greater variety of weighty responsibilities, or who proved himself more worthy of confidence." 

Sources 

• Dickinson, William C., Herrin, Dean A., Kennon, Donald R. Montgomery C. Meigs and the Building 
of the Nation's Capital (Perspectives on the Art and Architectural History of the United States 
Capital, Athens, Capital Historical Society, Ohio University Press, 2001. 

• Miller, David W. Second Only to Grant: Quartermaster General Montgomery C. Meigs, 
Shippensburg, White Mane Publishing Company, 2001. 

• Ways, Harry C., The Washington Aqueduct 1852-1992, Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore, 1995. 

• The Library of Congress. 

• The National Archives. 

• Montgomery Cunningham Meigs, by Charles Dudley Rhodes, drawn from the biography. 

• The Meigs Family, .A.f..HD.9J9.D .... N.~.U9.D..~.!. .. G..~.r::D.~!.~.r.Y.· 

• Offices of Facility Management website, US Office of Veterans Affairs. 

• "Eclectic Engineer", article by Dean A. Herrin, Ohio University website. 

• National Building Museum website. 

• Generals and Brevets. 

• Military District of Washington, U.S. Army. 

• Headstones. National Archives publications, Spring 2003. Article by Mark C. Malian, archives 
technician, The National Archives. 

• Brigadier General Montgomery C. Meigs, US Army Quartermaster Foundation. 

https:/fvw.tw.alexandriava.gov/historic-alexandria/basic-page/montgomery-c-meigs-master-of-efficiency 5/5 



Attachment A 

ORDINANCE NO. 4749 

AN ORDINANCE to amend and reordain the Master Plan of the City of Alexandria, Virginia, by 
adopting and incorporating therein the amendment heretofore approved by City Council as 
Master Plan Amendment No. 2011-0001 to incorporate the Waterfront Small Area Plan 
Chapter into the Master Plan and no other amendments, and to repeal all provisions of the 
said master plan as may be inconsistent with such amendment. 

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Alexandria finds and determines that: 

1. The Planning Commission initiated on its own motion an amendment to the 
Master Plan of the City of Alexandria to incorporate the Waterfront Small Area Plan and, having 
found that the public necessity, convenience, general welfare and good zoning practice so 
require, recommended approval of Master Plan Amendment No. 2011-0001 to the City Council 
on May 3, 2011, which recommendation was approved with amendment by the City Council at a 
public hearing on January 21, 2012; 

2. The said amendment has heretofore been approved by the Planning 
Commission and City Council after full opportunity for comment and public hearing. 

3. All requirements of law precedent to the adoption of this ordinance have been 
complied with; now, therefore, 

THE CITY COUNCIL OF ALEXANDRIA HEREBY ORDAINS: 

Section 1. That Master Plan of the City of Alexandria, be, and the same hereby is, 
amended by incorporating the document titled Draft Waterfront Small Area Plan, dated July 
2011 ("Draft Plan"), with the following amendments: 

1. the changes listed in the document titled "Complete List of Waterfront Plan 
Work Group Recommended Changes" attached hereto as Attachment A and incorporated herein 
by this reference; 

2. the changes listed in the document titled "City Council and Planning 
Commission January 2012 Joint Work Session Recommendations (as shown in the January 17, 
2012 Staff Report)" attached hereto as Attachment Band incorporated herein by this reference; 

3. on page 122 of the Draft Plan, add a new sentence at the end of Parking 
recommendation 4:34 (d) to read: "New residential parking controls, such as restricting parking 
to permit holders after 6:00p.m., should be considered an implementation priority."; 

4. on Page 62 of the Draft Plan add the word "preferably" after the words "The 
Strand" in Recommendation 3.68; 

5. the following changes shown in strike through and underline regarding hotels: 



Page 85 of the Draft Plan: 

b. Hotel 

1. The potential for undue congestion of pedestrians or vehicles; 

n. The type and size of hotel, and whether it is designed to attract large 
conventions, banquets, or other functions (such as trade shows). Hotels 

shall be "boutique" hotels: that is, hotels with 150 rooms or less, no ballroom, and meeting 
rooms for no more than 50 people. The Waterfront Small Area Plan allows the addition of up to 
two hotels in the pla:H area W -1 zone, with a total limit of 300 rooms. 

Page 87, Column 2, Top of Page of the Draft Plan: 

Within the Development Guidelines, a stated preferred use is a boutique hotel for 
certain locations. The typical characteristics of boutique hotels - small, unique, and offering 
limited meeting space but high levels of guest services - are compatible with the waterfront area. 
The Waterfront Small Area Plan allows the addition of up to two hotels in the plan area W-1 
zone. with a total limit of 300 rooms. The Plan ... 

Page 127 of the Draft Plan, second paragraph under Revenue Potential: 

When completed, the redevelopment of the three redevelopment sites will yield a 
net increase in annual tax revenues of~ ill million. Even with development phased over 15 
years, cumulative revenues at the end of~28 years will total $51 million (in 2011 dollars) 

Page 128 of the Draft Plan: 

Transient Lodging Tax 

The number of hotel rooms that are ultimately constructed on the three redevelopment 
sites will depend on a variety of factors. For the purposes of estimating revenues, the Plan is 
looking at a figure of #Q.-300 rooms, which reflects the Plan's limitation on the size of boutique 
hotels to 150 rooms. The estimated transient lodging tax revenue to the City from #(} 300 hotel 
rooms is $1.1 million $770,000 per year. 

6. The following changes shown in strike through and underline regarding height: 

Page 90 of the Draft Plan, Robinson Terminal North, Box at top of page, last sentence of 
paragraph: 

The '•V 1 zone currently has a height limit of 55 feet, which accommodates the proposed 
deYelopment on the east side of Union Street ('Nhich range from 30 45 feet); the Plan proposes 
increasing the permitted heights by 11 feet to 66 feet on the west side, which is approximately 
the same height as the adjacent Pipefitter's Union building. Tract l, or the parcel of property on 
this site located west of North Union Street, is limited to 66 feet in height and heights east of 



North Union Street are limited to 45 feet on Parcel D and 30 feet on Parcel C, as described in the 
settlement agreement. 

Page 94 of the Draft Plan, Robinson Terminal South, Box at top of page, last sentence of 
second paragraph: 

Under both the 1992 Zoaiag Ordimmee and settlement agreemeat, the maximum height 
permitted is 50 feet. Under the 1992 Zoning Ordinance, the allowable height is 30 feet above the 
average finished grade which can be increased to a maximum of SO feet with the approval of a 
Special Use Permit. 

Page 99 of the Draft Plan, Cummings/Turner Block, Box at top of page, last sentence of 
first paragraph: 

Under the 1992 Zoning Ordinance, ::f!he current height limitation of 30 feet above the 
average finished grade, which can be increased to· a maximum of 50 feet-feet maJcimum with 
approval of a Special Use Permit, would be retained. 

Section 2. That the Director of Planning and Zoning be, and hereby is, directed to 
record the foregoing master plan map amendment as the Waterfront Small Area Plan Chapter of 
Master Plan of the City of Alexandria, Virginia. 

Section 3. That all provisions Master Plan of the City of Alexandria, Virginia, as 
may be inconsistent with the provisions of this ordinance be, and same hereby are, repealed. 

Section 4. That the Master Plan of the City of Alexandria, as amended by this 
ordinance, be, and the same hereby is, reordained as the Master Plan of the City of Alexandria, 
Virginia. 

Section 5. That the City Clerk shall transmit a duly certified copy of this ordinance 
to the Clerk of the Circuit Court of the City of Alexandria, Virginia, and that the said Clerk of 
the Circuit Court shall file same among the court records. 

Section 6. That this ordinance shall become effective upon the date and at the time 
of its final passage. 

Final Passage: February 25, 2012 

WILLIAM D. EUILLE 
Mayor 
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Attachment B. 

Revised Comments on 301 N. Fairfax Rezoning Request 

Over the weekend, following meetings with both the Applicant's attorney and 
representatives of the residents in opposition to the rezoning of 301 N. Fairfax, I 
looked more closely at the rezoning request, and raised for staff consideration 
several comments. One result was a conversation this morning with the Applicant's 
attorney, clarifying for me that there is a fixed residential FAR limit of 1.25 in the 
CD zone that cannot be increased with an SUP, and the former SUP to allow for 
more dwelling units per acre is no longer in effect due to the latest changes approved 
by the Council in the ZFH initiative. This changes my analysis somewhat, as 
revised below, and my prior commentary should be disregarded in favor of the 
amended version here. I apologize for any confusion or inconvenience. 

The Applicant states, Staff Report at 84, that "the CD zone only permits up to 
a 1.25 FAR for multifamily residential density." The Applicant then argues that 
because 2.5 FAR is "currently permitted for commercial uses," rezoning to allow 
2.5 FAR for residential is "consistent with the intent of the [Old Town] SAP." But 
the 1992 SAP did not change the recommended zoning for the property, so the 
Applicant's claim for a residential density of 2.5 FAR is not based on either the 
existing zoning or any implicit recognition in the 1992 SAP of the need for such an 
allowance in this location. The Applicant has reported that the average unit size is 
1310 sq. ft., so (assuming for present purposes that this number would not change 
much) the unit count under the CD zone (dividing the 1.25 FAR by 131 0) would be 
(31 ,439-=-131 0=) 24 units. 

At is option, the Applicant would also able increase the size of the building 
by 30% of the base density of 1.25 FAR (.3 x 31,439=) 9431.7 sq. ft. of affordable 
housing bonus density under 7-700, for an overall total floor area of 40,870 sq. ft. 
Under this option, the increase in the number of units would be about 7 (9431-=-1310), 
and the number of affordable units would be 2 (9431-=-3 = 3143.6 sq. ft., or 2.4 units). 
The bottom line? With or without rezoning, the number of affordable units 
would be 2, but without the rezoning, the project size is reduced from 62,877 
sq. ft. to 40,870 sq. ft., i.e., the same number of affordable units but with a 35o/o 
reduction in net floor area. How does rezoning improve this project? 

Given these two possibilities, the rest of the staff argument for the rezoning 
(Staff Report at 12) seems quite unpersuasive. First, proceeding without rezoning 
has the potential to for the same advance in affordable housing goals as under the 
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rezoning. Second, proceeding without rezoning surely would do just as good a job 
of advancing the character of Old Town as posited by the staff for the rezoned 
project. Third, although the no-rezoning project under the CD zone would be 
materially less dense than the rezoned project, that change would likely obviate 
many of the other concerns expressed by residents of the neighboring properties. 1 

I suppose one could be disappointed if the Applicant were to decline the 
option of using 7-700 bonus density on the project, but that is the Applicant's free 
choice. It seems clear to me that the project would be amply justified under CD 
zoning either with or without the added bonus density. I find it hard to support a 
rezoning that does little more for the City than undermine the incentive to seek 
affordable housing bonus density. 

The Applicant's attorney confidently assures me that my no-rezoning 
comparison is fanciful in that the CD-based project would never get built in light of 
all the costs associated with undergrounding the parking and utilities, etc. This may 
well be the case, with or without resort to 7-700 bonus density, although it is an 
assertion, not a demonstrated fact. Regardless, I am not particularly troubled by this 
possibility, however real it may be. This is because I remain firmly in the belief that 
planning must precede zoning. While the 1992 Old Town SAP is over 30 years old, 
it may still be largely viable, and lot-by-lot rezoning (with accompanying pinpoint 
changes in the SAP) in the interim until there is more broadly considered change is 
suboptimal at best (and planning at its worst). 

This particular block, I believe, is a poster child for avoiding lot-by-lot 
rezoning. All three of the largely contemporary office properties on this block 
appear to be afflicted with the same problems as have been depicted for the current 
use of 301 N. Fairfax. Given the block's prime location, the future of the entire 
block merits invocation of the full spectrum of the planning process, with the 
interests of all stakeholders considered. Otherwise, it is all too possible that the 

I have interpreted 3-509, which deals with approval of special use permits in 
the CRMU-H zone, as inapplicable when the request is for CRMU-H rezoning, not 
a separate SUP. I think that is also the approach taken by the staff. The citizens 
have pointed to this provision, perhaps erroneously, but it nevertheless provides 
relevant considerations that ought to guide decision making on a request to rezone 
from CD to CRMU-H. 
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current "solution" to the problems being experienced at 301 N. Fairfax will only 
deepen and complicate the problems for the other office buildings on the block. This 
broader planning process can be effectively done, even if no other Old Town blocks 
are considered.2 I strongly suspect that the result of that process would identify this 
block as recommended for a Coordinated Development District, with many 
particular, well-informed recommendations. While the CDD application must come 
from the property owners, there could be no greater signal to those owners of a 
successful CDD rezoning application than an amendment to the 1992 SAP for the 
whole block that would incorporate the stakeholders' larger vision for this part of 
Old Town (or, if preferable to so view it, this part of the Waterfront). 

Dave Brown 

2 The absence of the block as a "development site" in the Waterfront Plan is not 
because it did not merit attention; it is because that Plan necessarily focused on the 
key properties on the Waterfront that were viewed as redevelopment candidates. 
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City of Alexandria, Virginia 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: DECEMBER 5, 2023 

TO: CHAIR MACEK AND MEMBERS OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION 

FROM: KARL MORITZ, DIRECTOR; DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & ZONING 

SUBJECT: DSUP #2023-10009/301 North Fairfax Street 

ISSUE: 

1. Commissioner Brown issued a memo and an updated memo related to concerns with the 
proposed rezoning, and staff is providing a response. 

2. Commissioners requested examples of projects where an SUP to increase the density up to 2.5 
has been granted for a residential only project in CRMU zones. 

3. Commissioner Lyle requested language regarding quarterly updates on construction during the 
construction process to be added as a condition. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Proposed Rezoning Considerations 

Per the 1992 Old Town Small Area Plan (OTSAP), 301 North Fairfax Street envisioned commercial 
land use at the property under CD zoning; CD zoning allows FAR ofup to 1.25 for residential and up to 
2.5 for commercial uses. In his memo to staff, Commissioner Brown noted that the applicant may utilize 
Section 7-700 to increase density by an additional30%, which would allow approximately 9,400 
additional square feet of development; of this, one-third would be required to be provided as committed 
affordable units (CAU). Under this methodology, Commissioner Brown found that the project would 
deliver fewer overall units but provide two committed affordable CAUs. 

When staff reviews requests for rezoning during the concept phase, staff evaluates various zoning paths 
to achieve a desirable project that both maximize public benefits while resulting in a viable project. Staff 
finds that the proposed rezoning supports the 1992 Old Town Small Area Plan's intent for a mixed use 
neighborhood (this is further detailed in the staff report). A larger number of overall units at the site, 
made possible through rezoning, will support the City's commitment toward the Metropolitan 
Washington Council of Governments' Regional Housing Initiative {RHI), which calls for the expansion 
of production beyond projected levels to meet the demand for housing by the region's growing 
workforce. The RHI allocated 3,000 additional housing units, out of its overall regional goal, to the City 
over the 10-year period between 2020-2030. 
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Consistent with the 2020/2021 Housing Contribution Policy Update, the project must provide 10% of 
the increase in residential development secured through rezoning as CAUs; the project's Affordable 
Housing Plan proposes two units, including one one-bedroom plus den and one three-bedroom unit. 
Though this is the same number of units that would be required through the use of CD zoning and 
Section 7-700, the project's scale provides opportunity for larger unit types than otherwise may have 
been secured through an alternate scenario. Larger unit types, including den units and three-bedroom 
units are more suitable for families and support the City's Housing Master Plan (HMP) goal of 
facilitating a variety of housing options for households of all incomes. Additionally, the project's 
location in Old Town supports the HMP goal to provide affordable housing in transit-oriented, amenity
rich areas. Therefore, staff supports the rezoning for its consistency with the intent of the OTSAP, its 
ability to further the City's housing goals and for providing a design that is compatible with the 
neighborhood. 

Additionally, reducing the FAR might not cause the building to appear materially different or less 
massive from the street. Specifically, the height would remain the same. 

SUP Requests for Residential Projects in CRMU Zones 

The provisions of Section 5-305(C), which allow an applicant to request an SUP to increase the FAR to 
2.5 for either mixed use or all residential buildings was adopted to encourage residential development in 
the city. This provision requires a minimum amount of residential and a maximum amount of 
commercial for a mixed use SUP, but does not state a maximum FAR for residential, except for the 
overall cap at 2.5. The heading allows for the SUP to be granted for either mixed use or residential. 

This provision has been applied consistently in at least five other recently approved projects in CRMU
H or CRMU-X zones, provided below. Each of these projects were rezoned to a mixed-use zone 
(CRMU-H or CRMU-X) and received the SUP to increase the FAR to up to 2.5 for residential uses 
only: 

1. DSUP2021-10020: 805 North Columbus Street, approved October 16, 2021; 
(Link to docket: 
https:/ /alexandria.legistar .corn/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=51807 46&GUID=5CC65C60-B271-
4C35-98D0-2AA3DE81E295&0ptions=&Search=) 

2. DSUP2017-0011: The Venue/901 North Fairfax Street, approved April14, 2018; 
(Link to docket: 
https://alexandria.legistar.corn/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3472504&GUID=FECBBBC5-EE55-
4C80-9FFE-F 135CFBOB071 &Options=& Search=) 

3. DSUP2017-0025: The Muse/1201 North Royal Street, approved January 12, 2019; 
(Link to docket: 
https :/ /alexandria.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID= 3 82913 2&GUID=7 6546D8F -OF03-
425F-AOD6-BF9A74758BE7&0ptions=&Search=) 

4. DSUP2018-0014: The Alexan (formerly the "Bus Barn")/600 North Royal Street, approved 
February 23, 2019; 
(Link to docket: 
https:/ /alexandria.legistar .corn/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3 863160&GUID=0095 97F3-FEOF-
4208-8D4D-05603194C48D&Options=&Search=) and 

5. DSUP2020-10026: Newport Village/4898 West Braddock Road, approved February 20, 2021 
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(Link to docket: 
https:/ /alexandria.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4 796597 &GUID=9D9F 1246-2A 7B-
4ABF-8AOA-C5D06DD24FF8&0ptions=&Search=). 

Quarterly Construction Meetings 

At the request of Commissioner Lyle, staff is providing additional language requiring the applicant to 
host quarterly, virtual meetings during the construction process for the benefit of neighbors. Staff does 
not find that this additional language is necessary because the standard conditions related to a pre
construction meeting and the requirement to have a community liaison throughout construction, 
including with emergency contact information, is sufficient for typical construction projects. Therefore, 
staff is providing the requested language but does not recommend the condition be amended. 

STAFF: 

77. Conduct an in-person or virtual meeting to review the location of construction worker 
parking, plan for temporary pedestrian and vehicular circulation, and hours and overall 
schedule for construction prior to commencing demolition, clearing, and grading of the 
site. Notice all adjoining property owners, civic associations, and the Departments of 
P&Z and T&ES at least 14 calendar days before the meeting. Hold the meeting before 
any permits are issued. (P&Z) (T&ES) ** 
a. Once construction begins, the applicant shall host quarterly meetings 

(virtual) related to construction matters. 

Karl Moritz, Director, Planning & Zoning 
Robert M. Kerns, AICP, Chief of Development 
Catherine Miliaras, AICP, Principal Planner 
Daniel Welles, Urban Planner 
Tamara Jovovic, Housing Program Manager, Housing 
Kenneth Turscak, Housing Analyst, Housing 
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Attachment C 

Lot 27, also known as 301 N. Fairfax Street, is one of the original 841ots surveyed by George 
Washington in 1749, and part of the original 60 acres of Alexandria. The original owner was 
John Alexander. The Waterfront Small Area Plan states: 

Founders Park is part ofthe northern section ofthe original waterfront of the 60-acre 
1749 town. Like the rest ofthe original cove, by the 1790s it was filled in from what is 
now Lee Street with usable property and wharves. (Aooendix 6. o.48) 



Attachment D 

1865 Map, with Alleyway Highlighted 
War Department, Office of the Quartermaster General1842-1912, Record Group 92, The Records of the Quartermaster General, NAID: 
109182974, LocaiiD: Map 111, Sheet 30 



12/13/23, 9:06 PM Montgomery C. Meigs- Master of Efficiency 1 City of Alexandria, VA 
Attachment E 

Introduction 

Gifted engineer and architect, and a master of efficiency, Union brigadier general Montgomery C. 
Meigs was the first Civil War officer to fully appreciate the importance of logistics in military operations. 
Meig's influence was felt at every encounter with the enemy, and at every warehouse, railroad depot, 
and cemetery. Alternately characterized as stubborn, fame-seeking, artistic, scrupulously honest, an 
organizational genius, and an adept, but self-serving lobbyist, Meigs was a household name in his 
own time. For present-day Washingtonians, and for students of the Civil War's Defenses of 
Washington, Meigs still is making his mark in the 21st century with enduring public works projects and 
historic structures. 

The Man 

Few contemporaries of Montgomery Cunningham Meigs would have described him as congenial, but 
none doubted his intellect or talent. Widely respected for his integrity and administrative abilities, and a 
valued adviser to President Abraham Lincoln, Meigs was nevertheless a lightning rod for public 
criticism. Due to the highly visible nature of his projects and the oversight of politicians, Meigs was 
sensitive to the questioning and blame that came his way as a public servant. Eventually, his 
unparalleled wartime service and respected post-retirement commissions would diminish his need for 
recognition and self-promotion. 

Meigs was born in Augusta, Georgia on May 3, 1816 to the prominent Philadelphia physician and 
professor Charles Delucena Meigs and his wife, the former Mary Montgomery. Most of his childhood 
was spent in Philadelphia, and after brief study at the University of Pennsylvania, Meigs transferred to 
the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. Ranked fifth in the graduating class of 1836, Meigs joined the 
army engineering corps and was given public works and defensive fortification-related assignments, 
including a stint as assistant to then Lieutenant Robert E. Lee to improve navigation on the Mississippi 
River in 1837. 

In 1841, Montgomery Meigs married well when he wed Louisa Rogers, daughter of Commodore John 
Rogers, naval hero of the Barbary war. Louisa's social and financial connections allowed them to live 
in a prestigious neighborhood in Washington, DC and opened up many drawing rooms to the couple. 
The Meigs had four children that lived to maturity. Tragically, their son John would be killed during the 
war and was among the earliest to be buried at Arlington National Cemetery, designated by his father 
as a final resting place for Union veterans. 

Public Works 

Fifth in his West Point graduating class of 1836, Meigs joined the U.S. army engineering corps upon 
graduation. At the time, the United States Military Academy was the one of the few engineering 
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schools in the country, therefore, its graduates often were awarded commissions for major civil 
engineering and public works projects. As a young engineer, Meigs supervised the construction of the 
Washington Aqueduct, which carried much of the District of Columbia's water supply from Great Falls. 
The aqueduct system included the Cabin John Bridge, the longest masonry arch bridge in the world 
until 1903, and the Rock Creek Bridge, only the second iron arch bridge built in the United States. He 
also was responsible for the design and construction of the wings and the dome of the U.S. Capitol 
Building, which at its installation, was the largest cast iron dome in the world. Meigs also oversaw the 
extension of the Post Office Building, and later the planning and construction of the National Museum, 
today known as the Smithsonian Institution's Arts and Industries Building. Among his best-known 
works from later in his career is the Pension Building (today the National Building Museum). It 
incorporated numerous engineering innovations, and at the time of its construction was the largest 
brick building in the country. Each of these projects was intensely scrutinized by Congress, an 
unwelcome overview that troubled Meigs for decades. 

Organizational Genius 

Meigs' organizational and creative abilities found their best outlet during his long military career. As 
Quartermaster General, he fed, clothed, housed and transported more than a million men. Meigs was 
responsible for military transportation by rail, wagon and inland waterways, including the construction 
of a fleet of river ironclads. Additionally, Meigs had oversight of government land use for military 
purposes, and construction of all military transportation facilities, and the telegraph corps. 

He was responsible for disbursing more than a billion dollars from the public treasury, displaying 
amazing financial acumen. Just in 1864 alone, more than 3,400 military procurement contracts passed 
through Meigs's office. In outfitting soldiers and seeing to their needs, Meigs instituted public bidding 
and competition for contracts, military specifications, and mandated quick delivery of goods, all 
methods to counteract previous scandalous procurement practices. Clothing design, the purchase and 
feeding of horses and draft animals, internment of prisoners, burial of the dead, warehousing 
practices, and the design and erection of tents and structures all fell under his purview. President 
Abraham Lincoln referred to Meigs as "a military man who would not talk politics," a policy that freed 
him from undue influence in awarding contracts. But with his vast knowledge of logistics, Meigs used 
this information to advise President Lincoln and influence military policy. He once provided a cost 
analysis·of how much General George McClellan's inactivity cost the Federal government per day. 

On a micro-management level, Meigs ordered a reduction in the amount of personal luggage officers 
could bring with them to reduce the number of wagons needed, and instructed soldiers to carry 
compressed rations. Despite his vast influence on war operations, Meigs had only limited direct battle 
experience of his own during the Civil War, which occurred when he commanded a division of War 
Department employees in the defense of Washington during Jubal Early's raid on Fort Stevens. Meigs 
had greater impact on assisting others in carrying out their orders, such as when he personally 
supervised the refitting and supplying of Sherman's army at Savannah and in North Carolina. William 
Seward, Secretary of State, praised him effusively in 1867, saying, "The prevailing opinion of this 
country sustains a firm conviction which I entertain and on all occasions cheerfully express, that 
without the services of this eminent soldier, the national cause must have been lost or deeply 
imperiled." 

Meigs felt a personal responsibility for the welfare of the common soldier, while acutely vexed with the 
problems of procurement and discipline, coupled with criticism from Congress. "That an army is 
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wasteful is certain, but it is more wasteful to allow a soldier to sicken and die for want of a blanket or 
knapsack which he has thoughtlessly thrown away in the heat of the march or the fight, than to supply 
on first opportunity with these articles indispensable to health and efficiency." He responded to 
complaints about uniforms made with irregular materials, made up hastily from whatever fabric was 
available: "The troops were clothed and rescued from severe suffering and those who saw sentinels 
walking post about the Capitol of the United States in freezing weather in their drawers without 
trousers or overcoats, will not blame the Department for its efforts to clothe them even in materials not 
quite so durable as Army blue kersey." 

Rest for the Union Dead 

Almost every physical aspect of military life was overseen by Meigs, from the creation of standardized 
warehouses and officers' quarters, to national burial grounds. Meigs' prototype for cemetery 
superintendent's lodges was adopted nationwide; the Alexandria National Cemetery lodge built in 
1887 followed this design, as did grave markers for veterans. It was Meigs who recommended 
converting Robert E. Lee's captured family estate to Arlington Cemetery. His own son, John Rogers 
Meigs, killed at Swift Run Gap, was one of the first Union soldiers to be interred in the officers' section 
there. Meigs himself would also be laid to rest at Arlington after almost 50 years of public service. The 
Quartermaster General was embittered by the Confederacy's departure from the Union and the 
human toll taken by the war. The war divided the nation and members of his own family, including a 
brother who fought for the South. Meigs himself reported his "grim satisfaction" of ordering 26 Union 
dead from the morgue to be buried near Mrs. Lee's rose garden at Arlington in June, 1864. Some 
historians believe this cemetery site selection was an act of revenge. Tasked with finding additional 
burial grounds, on June 15, 1864, Meigs wrote to Secretary of War Edwin Stanton that "the grounds 
about the mansion are admirably suited to such a use." That same day, 200 acres were allotted for 
that purpose, and by the end of the war, 16,000 were buried near Arlington House, 2,111 of them 
unknown soldiers interred in a mass grave. By 1870, the remains of nearly 300,000 soldiers had been 
laid to rest in 73 national cemeteries. At first, temporary wooden grave markers were used, but by 
1879 Meigs saw to it that each veteran grave would have a standardized permanent marker. 

A Man of Artistry and Intellectual Curiosity 

Montgomery Meigs devoted his life to the appreciation of art, architecture and scientific inquiry. He 
was a regent of the Smithsonian Institution, a member of the American Philosophical Society, and also 
a member of the prestigious National Academy of Sciences. The engineer was an avid reader, 
watercolorist and student of classical architecture, and as a scientist, experimented with acoustics and 
wet plate photography. Meigs was also one of the first engineers to employ photography to visually 
record his projects, used to save money on producing laborious hand-drawn documents. Interestingly, 
Meigs had horrible handwriting and worse shorthand. Although he held more than a dozen patents for 
his inventions, (including roof trusses and a hydrant) and introduced double glazed windows, 
historians of technology characterize Meigs as an innovator rather than an inventor, noting that he was 
best at adapting technologies to make the most efficient use of resources. 
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Legacy of Public Works Projects 

Were Montgomery Meigs to tour the present day Washington, DC area, he wouiGI be gratified to see 
many of his projects intact and preserved as architectural and cultural monuments. A household name 
during his own lifetime, Meigs's most prickly aspects of his personality manifested themselves as he 
sought credit for his large scale public projects. Overbearing, egotistical and stubborn, Meigs had his 
name inscribed on everything connected to his work, even on the pipes of his famous aqueduct that 
would be buried or bricked over during construction. He was notoriously reluctant to share credit with 
his coworkers or subordinates, and clashed with other professionals on the jobs. Sensitive to not 
having a military command as did many of his West Point classmates, Meigs felt his reputation and 
legacy would depend upon his engineering projects. 

The first of his high visibility projects (1852-1860) was his supervision of the construction of the 
Washington Aqueduct, which carried much of the District of Columbia's water supply from Great Falls, 
Virginia. This massive undertaking included the bridge across Cabin John branch, which for 50 years 
was the longest masonry arch bridge in the world. Most of the circular conduit of brick and rubble 
masonry was underground, stretching 11 miles from Great Falls to a distributing reservoir in 
Georgetown, and efficiently relied upon gravity to make water traverse the 140-foot drop in elevation. 
Nearly all of the major facilities of the aqueduct designed by Meigs are in use today. Concurrently, 
Meigs worked on the constructions of wings and dome of the U.S. Capitol building (1853-1859) and 
the imposing Post Office Building (1855-1859). 

After the war, Meigs supervised plans for the construction of a new War Department building (1866-
1867), assisted architects with the development of a new roof truss system for the National Museum, 
now known as the Arts and Industries Building of the Smithsonian Institution (1876),planned the 
extension of the Washington Aqueduct (1876) and the hall of records, later known as the Pension 
Building, and today known as the National Building Museum (1878). 

The Pension Building was the highlight of Meigs's post-war construction projects and remains one of 
the greatest architectural spaces in the country. Designed to be fireproof to protect its contents, it was 
the largest brick building in the country at the time of its erection. Meigs's artistic sensibilities are 
combined with his regard for military operations in an exterior 1200-foot frieze of terra cotta soldiers on 
the march, sailors tugging oars, and horse-drawn supply wagons. Its stunning Great Hall measures 
316 feet by 159 feet, and is 159 feet tall at its highest point. Among its innovations was a ventilation 
system incorporated into the design of offices surrounding the large public spaces of the building. 

The End of his Career 

By the completion of major architectural landmarks and almost universal praise for his efficiency and 
financial integrity in outfitting the troops and conducting the logistics of war, Montgomery Meigs was 
more settled in his legacy. President Lincoln had respected his training, abilities and experience, and 
the physical landscape of Washington, DC bore his mark. The General Order issued upon his death in 
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Attachment G 
Description CRMU-H CRMU-X CD 

Zoning Code Sec. 5-300 Sec. 5-400 .Sec. 4-500 

Zoning Code Projects located in proximity to Old Town North Old and Historic District 

Location metro stations 

5-301- The intent of the CRMU-H zone is 5-401 -The intent of the CRM U-X zone is 4-501 - The CD zone is intended to 

to establish a zoning classification which to establish a zoning classification which provide for an urban mix of retail, 

permits developments that include a permits developments that include a office, service, hotel, residential and 

mixture of residential, commercial, mixture of residential, commercial, civic functions for the city's 

cultural, and institutional uses in a single cultural, and institutional uses in a single downtown business core. Tb.g_ 

structure or multiple but integrated and structure or multiple but integrated and location of the zone in and near the 

related structures; to encourage a related structures; to encourage the Old and Historic Alexandria District 

diversification of uses in unified Qrojects conservation of land resources, the reguires that such uses be 

located in Qroximi!Y to metro stations in minimization of automobile travel and comQatible with nearbll residential 

order to encourage the conservation of the location of employment and retail housing and with that area genera Ill£. 
Purpose land resources, minimization of centers in proximity to housing; to 

automobile travel, and the location of promote the development of mixed use 
employment and retail centers in projects by allowing greater densities 
proximity to housing; and to promote the than would otherwise be permitted to 
development of mixed use projects by the extent the proposed mix of uses, 

allowing greater densities than would design and location warrant; and to 

otherwise be permitted to the extent the Qromote redeveloQment while 

proposed mix of uses, design and location maintaining a substantial amount of 

of the development warrant. residential uses in the Old Town North 

~ 

---
Residential Only 

FAR 1.25 1.25 1.25 

SUP FAR up to 2.5 up to 2.5 
--

7-700 Bonus 

Density 30"h FAR up to 1.63 

Per Staff memo Dated Dec 5, 2023- Staff Provided 5 Examples of CRMU Residential Only Projects Approved Recently 

CRMU-H - Braddock Road Metro 

Small Area Plan - DSUP2021-10020: 

805 North Columbus Street, 

approved October 16, 2021 

1 : 

I -·-~ 

CRMU-X - Old Town North Small 

Area Plan- DSUP2017-0011: The 

Venue/901 North Fairfax Street, 

2 approved April14, 2018 
-----

CRMU-X- Old Town North Small 

Area Plan- DSUP2017-0025: The 

Muse/1201 North Royal Street, 

3 approved January 12, 2019 
I 

CRMU-X- Old Town North Small 

Area Plan - DSUP2018-0014: The 

Alexan (formerly the "Bus Barn")/600 

North Royal Street, approved 

4 F•b'""Y 23, 2019 ·~ 
CRMU-H -Alexandria West Small 

Area Plan- DSUP2020-10026: 

I N•wport Villag•/4898 W"t I 

Braddock Road, approved February 

I 5 20,2021 



SPEAKER'S FORM 

DOCKET ITEM NO. 1 ! 
PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND GIVE IT TO THE CITY CLERK 

BEFORE YOU SPEAK ON A DOCKET ITEM 

TION SPECIFIED BELOW PRIOR TO SPEAKING. 

l.NAME: cr n -'lo...m YJ/ 
2. ADDRESS: / L()__{l_Q_ U _/]_j ~(?/3. r ? · 4 (l r ~~" --c. .J_cw .~ V _,4 ,.() ' "" ft. f z : 

TELEPHONE NOJ..:!Osi£,v-/;;,:-E-MAIL ADD~ESs;#i:,Z£~--;;;::;O C\9C>)Q 

3. WHOM DO YOU REPRESENT, IF OTHER THAN YOURSELF?--------------

5 cp if-- Co r z. / ·-:r; ;/u a1 G I~ a.. C? the ~"" ;A/e r~~r:s; 
Ct.u-.J-.!.. 

4. WHAT IS YOUIYfOSkTION ON TH~ 
FOR: AGAINST: k:::_ OTHER: 

5. NATURE OF YOUR INTEREST IN ITEM (PROPERTY OWNER, ATTORNEY, LOBBYIST, CMC 
INTEREST, ETC.): 

A- frorn. ~ 
6. ARE YOU RE~ COMPENSATION FOR THIS APPEARANCE BEFORE COUNCIL? 

YES -tL- NO ___ _ 

This form shall be kept as a part of the permanent record in those instances where financial interest or 
compensation is indicated by the speaker. 

A maximum of three minutes will be allowed for your presentation, except that one officer or other designated 
member speaking on behalf of each bonafide neighborhood civic association or unit owners' association desiring 
to be heard on a docket item shall be allowed five minutes. In order to obtain five minutes, you must identify 
yourself as a designated speaker, and identify the neighborhood civic association or unit owners' association you 
represent, at the start of your presentation. If you have a prepared statement, please leave a copy with the Clerk. 

Additional time not to exceed 15 minutes may be obtained with the consent of the majority of the council present; 
provided notice requesting additional time with reasons stated is filed with the City Clerk in writing before 5:00 
p.m. of the day preceding the meeting. 

The public normally may speak on docket items only at public hearing meetings, and not at regular legislative 
meetings. Public hearing meetings are usually held on the Saturday following the second Tuesday in each month; 
regular legislative meetings on the second and fourth Tuesdays in each month. The rule with respect to when a 
person may speak to a docket item at a legislative meeting can be waived by a majority vote of council members 
present but such a waiver is not normal practice. When a speaker is recognized, the rules of procedures for 
speakers at public hearing meetings shall apply. If an item is docketed for public hearing at a regular legislative 
meeting, the public may speak to that item, and the rules of procedures for speakers at public hearing meetings 
shall apply. 

In addition, the public may speak on matters which are not on the docket during the Public Discussion Period 
at public hearing meetings. The mayor may grant permission to a person, who is unable to participate in public 
discussion at a public hearing meeting for medical, religious, family emergency or other similarly substantial 
reasons, to speak at a regular legislative meeting. When such permission is granted, the rules of procedures for 
public discussion at public hearing meetings shall apply. 

Guidelines for the Public Discussion Period 

(a) All speaker request forms for the public discussion period must be submitted by the time the item is called by 
the city clerk. 

(b) No speaker will be allowed more than three minutes; except that one officer or other designated member 
speaking on behalf of each bona fide neighborhood civic association or unit owners' association desiring to be 
heard during the public discussion period shall be allowed five minutes. In order to obtain five minutes, you must 
identify yourself as a designated speaker, and identify the neighborhood civic association or unit owners' 
association you represent, at the start of your presentation. 

(c) If more speakers are signed up than would be allotted for in 30 minutes, the mayor will organize speaker 
requests by subject or position, and allocated appropriate times, trying to ensure that speakers on unrelated 
subjects will also be allowed to speak during the 30 minute public discussion period. 

(d) If speakers seeking to address council on the same subject cannot agree on a particular order or method that 
they would like the speakers to be called on, the speakers shall be called in the chronological order of their request 
forms' submission. 

(e) Any speakers not called during the public discussion period will have the option to speak at the conclusion of 
the meeting, after all docketed items have been heard. 

~ . 



CITY OF ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 

Guidelines for Honest Civic Discourse 
for those Participating in Meetings 

in the Council Chmnber 
Members of the Alexandria community, .its elected officials and 
City staff place a high value on constructive and thoughtful debate 
on public issues. To this end, all who participate in meetings in 
the Chamber, including public officials, staff and members of the 
c01nmunity, are expected to observe the following guidelines. 

1 • Treat Everyone with Respect and CoUI1esy 

2. Do Your Homework- Be Prepared and Be Familiar with 
the Docket 

3. Express Your Ideas and Opinions in an Open and Helpful 
Manner 

4. Be Respectful of Others' Time by Being Clear and Concise 
in Your Comments and/or Questions 

5. Demonstrate Honesty and Integrity in Your Comments and 
Actions 

6. Focus on the Issues Before the Decision Making Body
Avoid Personalizing Issues 

7. Listen and Let Others Express their Ideas and Opinions 

8. If a Decision is Made with which You Do Not Concur, 
Agree to Disagree and/orUse Appropriate Means of Civil 
and Civic Recourse, and Move On 

Adopted by the Alexandria City Council on October 12, 2004. 

~ 
William D. Euille, Mayor 



SPEAKER'S FORM 

DOCKET ITEM NO. _,_I_I __ 

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND GIVE IT TO THE CITY CLERK 
BEFORE YOU SPf-"'AK ON A DOCKET ITEM 

PLEASE ANNOUNCE THE INFORMATION SPECIFIED BELOW PRIOR TO SPEAKING. 

1. NAME: YY\ (dh.MI N. 81~ ~ 
2.ADDREss: L..2-o D YLM~ ~\\[' ;( ~+-(_ (~Db Ail v~ 222o 1 

TELEPHONE Na:j/2 3- ':)'2~ 4 'J bD E-MAIL ADDRESS:GOv¢ 'i_Nf)tl.-J.\~I {)w'1f6 ' ($yY\ 

3. WHOM DO YOU REPRESENT, IF OTHER THAN YOURSELF?------------

3 \8\ N faN<f~VJ-. 8-o~ot bbJY\U'f U-C 
4. WHAT I')L::R POSITION ON THE ITEM? 

FOR: AGAINST: OTHER: 

5. NATURE OF YOUR INTEREST IN ITEM (PROPERTY OWNER, ATTORNEY, LOBBYIST, CIVIC 
INTEREST, ETC.): 

'A-\itr{' 
THIS APPEARANCE BEFORE COUNCIL? 6. ARE Y~~CEIVING COMPENSATION F 

YES NO ___ _ 

This form shall be kept as a part of the permanent record in those instances where financial interest or 
compensation is indicated by the speaker. 

A maximum of three minutes will be allowed for your presentation, except that one officer or other designated 
member speaking on behalf of each bonafide neighborhood civic association or unit owners' association desiring 
to be heard on a docket item shall be allowed five minutes. In order to obtain five minutes, you must identify 
yourself as a designated speaker, and identify the neighborhood civic association or unit owners' association you 
represent, at the start of your presentation. If you have a prepared statement, please leave a copy with the Clerk. 

Additional time not to exceed 15 minutes may be obtained with the consent of the majority of the council present; 
provided notice requesting additional time with reasons stated is filed with the City Clerk in writing before 5:00 
p.m. of the day preceding the meeting. 

The public normally may speak on docket items only at public hearing meetings, and not at regular legislative 
meetings. Public hearing meetings are usually held on the Saturday following the second Tuesday in each month; 
regular legislative meetings on the second and fourth Tuesdays in each month. The rule with respect to when a 
person may speak to a docket item at a legislative meeting can be waived by a majority vote of council members 
present but such a waiver is not normal practice. When a speaker is recognized, the rules of procedures for 
speakers at public hearing meetings shall apply. If an item is docketed for public hearing at a regular legislative 
meeting, the public may speak to that item, and the rules of procedures for speakers at public hearing meetings 
shall apply. 

In addition, the public may speak on matters which are not on the docket during the Public Discussion Period 
at public hearing meetings. The mayor may grant permission to a person, who is unable to participate in public 
discussion at a public hearing meeting for medical, religious, family emergency or other similarly substantial 
reasons, to speak at a regular legislative meeting. When such permission is granted, the rules of procedures for 
public discussion at public hearing meetings shall apply. 

Guidelines for the Public Discussion Period 

(a) All speaker request forms for the public discussion period must be submitted by the time the item is called by 
the city clerk. 

(b) No speaker will be allowed more than three minutes; except that one officer or other designated member 
speaking on behalf of each bonafide neighborhood civic association or unit owners' association desiring to be 
heard during the public discussion period shall be allowed five minutes. In order to obtain five minutes, you must 
identify yourself as a designated speaker, and identify the neighborhood civic association or unit owners' 
association you represent, at the start of your presentation. 

(c) If more speakers are signed up than would be allotted for in 30 minutes, the mayor will organize speaker 
requests by subject or position, and allocated appropriate times, trying to ensure that speakers on unrelated 
subjects will also be allowed to speak during the 30 minute public discussion period. 

(d) If speakers seeking to address council on the same subject cannot agree on a particular order or method that 
they would like the speakers to be called on, the speakers shall be called in the chronological order of their request 
forms' submission. 

(e) Any speakers not called during the public discussion period will have the option to speak at the conclusion of 
the meeting, after all docketed items have been heard. 



CITY OF ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 

Guidelines for Honest Civic Discourse 
for those Participating in Meetings 

in the Council Cha1nber 
Members of the Alexandria community, its elected officials and 
City staff place a high value on constructive and thoughtful debate 
on public issues. To this end, all who pmiicipate in meetings in 
the Chamber, including public officials, staff and members of the 
community, are expected to observe the following guidelines. 

I . Treat Everyone with Respect and Comiesy 

2. Do Your Homework- Be Prepared and Be Familiar with 
the Docket 

3. Express Your Ideas and Opinions in an Open and Helpful 
Manner 

4. Be Respectful of Others' Time by Being Clear and Concise 
in Your Comments and/or Questions 

5. Demonstrate Honesty and Integrity in Your Comments and 
Actions 

6. Focus on the Issues Before the Decision Making Body
Avoid Personalizing Issues 

7. Listen and Let Others Express their Ideas and Opinions 

8. If a Decision is Made with which You Do Not Concur, 
Agree to Disagree and/orUse Appropriate Means of Civil 
and Civic Recourse, and Move On 

Adopted by the Alexandria City Council on October 12, 2004. 

~ 
William D. Euille, Mayor 


